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DEDICATION

TO MY FRIENDS—The Officers and Enlisted men

of the Fifteenth Minnesota Volunteer Infantry,

whose names are not mentioned in this narrative;

because, perhaps, they did their work so well that

they needed no mention; who were »-ood soldiers

because they were good citizens, and who, if the op-

portunit}' had offered, would have been good war-

riors, because they loved peace, this volume is most

respectfully dedicated, by the Author.
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PREFACE

THE purpose of this little volume is two-

fold: first, to preserve some records

which would soon be lost; second, to-

e ffaee some records which ought to be lost. In-

teresting facts which are now very clear in

the minds of the participants will grow sur-

prisingly indistinct with the lapse of a few
years.

Early in the history of the command it was
suggested by a fellow officer that a detailed

account of its experiences should be written.

Subsequent events greatly emphasized this

suggestion. The exciting occurrences at

Camp Mackenzie directed the eyes of the

whole nation to this one organization and
that incident has been so misunderstood in

military and civil circles that censure has

fallen where it does not belong and reputations

have suffered injustice. This has increased

the demand that some one, personally famil-

iar with the acts and the actors as well,

should write a brief biography of the Fif-

teenth.

The work has been undertaken in a spirit

of fairness to all concerned.

In his treatment of subjects and persons

the historian must be nobody's attorney. He



has a right to his opinion and has a right to

express it as vigorously as he please; hut
his chid duty is the reproduction of actual

conditions so that others may have a reliable

basis for their opinions.

If, therefore, there should appear in the fol-

lowing chapters some seemingly severe re-

flections upon those with whom his personal
relations have alwa}^s been pleasant, the
author's only apology is that it has seemed to

him to be truth, and truth which is pertinent

to the narrative.

In the quest for facts the obstacles met have
been quite considerable.

Heroes are proverbially modest; very few
of those appealed to for data concerning
themselves have made a frank response.

This indifference has locked up some
things that would illuminate, and many that

would enrich* the story.

Similarly historians on a larger scale have
found it impossible to write the best history
until a century after the death of the actors,

for the fear of injuring their political or pro-

fessional prospects, together with a zeal for

their own good name, have made those who
were best qualified to speak the least gener-
ous in their contributions to history.

T. A. Turner.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 23rd, 1899.
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CHAPTER I.

THE CALL.

ON the 25th day of May, 1898, just one

month after the declaration of war be-

tween the United States and Spain,

President McKinley issued his second call

for troops. It required 75,000 men to serve

for two years (unless sooner discharged).

At that time David M. Clough was Gover-

nor of Minnesota and Herman Muehlberg
was his Adjutant General.

The Hon. A. S. Crossfield,of Browns Valley,

who was temporarily in Washington City,had

wired the news to Gov. Clough a day ahead
of the official notice, and, estimating on the

basis of population, it was known before the

arrival of the call that Minnesota's quota
would about suffice for two regiments. Thus
early the Governor began preparations for

organizing two commands. He had no lack
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of material: Two hundred men stood ready
to die for their country—if the necessary com-
mission could be secured. Sixty companies
in various parts of the state, each with its

complement of officers, were crowding for a

place in the 15th or 16th volunteers.

The patriotic fervor which under the first

call had swept into the service the entire

body of militia was now to be tested in the

matter of purely volunteer organizations, and
Minnesota is an example of the results of

that test.

There are individual states of the Union
which would have welcomed the privilege of

furnishing the entire 75,000 and when that

number had been apportioned among the

several states, one of which alone had a pop-
ulation of seven millions, the quotas were so

small that the scramble became distracting.

It is easy to see that Gov. Clough would have
to face great perplexities where sixty organi-

zations representing all parts of the state

were clamoring for recognition and only

twenty-four could be recognized. It is also

easy to understand how, in a short time, he
might have made promises or given intima-

tions of preferment sufficiently numerous to

cover the patronage of the two regiments.

Somebody is going to be disappointed, but
even the Governor did not know how great
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that disappointment was to be, for an un-

welcome surprise was awaiting him as well

as many who hung on his favors. The
three regiments which went out from Minne-

sota under the first call had but 81 enlisted

men to a company. It was subsequently de-

cided by the War Department that these

regiments should be recruited to 106 enlisted

men to the company and on June 1st, an
order was issued from Washington providing

that "no new organizations shall be accepted

into the service from any state, unless the

organization already in service from such

state are as near to the maximum strength

as the president may deem necessary." The
terms of this order made it impossible to

muster in another regiment from Minnesota
until 900 recruits had been sent forward to

fill vacancies in the ranks of the three regi-

ments which had left the state on May 16th.

It was now evident that Minnesota could

have but one new regiment. This was inter-

esting not to sa}^ exciting intelligence. In-

stead of 24 new companies there could be but

12; instead of 92 commissions there could

be but 46. The promises which the Gover-

nor had made when the larger patronage was
expected now rose up to add to his vexations.

To quiet some of the importnnate applica-

ants he had recourse to the expedient of
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asking them to wait for the third call. The
Governor and other state officials protested

that this "third call" was quite imminent
but most of those seeking commissions pre-

ferred "a bird in the hand." A whole month
of uncertainty prevailed; recruiting for a

company alread}^ in the service is noticeably

different from organizing a new one. It was
the end of June before the recruiting officers

had sent on the last of the men and cleared

the way for a more agreeable form of patrio-

tism. All the while anxiety was at a fever

heat and Gov. Clough was liberally charged
with responsibility for these days of suspense.

The state convention of the republican party

was about to occur; an event in which the

Governor was taking an active interest, and
many believed that he was purposely delay-

ing action in the matter of the new regiment
that he might use the prospective appoint-

ments as lures for his political ends.

If this be true he was undoubtedly met half

way by some of the applicants for his favor,

for not a few professed a zeal for his plans

and his candidates which was by no means
honest.

In the light of the order to which we have
referred it seems unjust to hold the Governor
responsible for the delay in calling the regi-

ment, for it could not be received, nor a single
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company mustered into the United States

service until the 12th, 13th and 14th had the

maximum number of men; but there was
nothing to forbid his selecting the officers

and companies which were to constitute the

new command, and informally announcing
the same. A little frank statement bearing
upon the subject would have saved many
days of fruitless effort and avoided many a

highly seasoned charge of double-dealing.

Many men who had reasonable hopes of com-
missions had to be excluded altogether, and
some who had the promise of commissions as

field officers were obliged to accept posi-

tions in the line.

The selection of field and staff officers

evidently involved much thought on the part

of the Executive. The applicants were nu-
merous, their friends were also numerous,
and besides some of those already selected

had their preferences as to their associates.

It was early understood that John C. Shan-
drew, of St. Paul, would be colonel and Cap-
tain H. A. Leonhaueser, military instructor
in the State University, lieutenant colonel.

For Majors, the names of E. D. Libbey, D. A.
Hand, P. H. Gotzian, O. H. Rask and others
were urged and for all the staff officers, not
excepting Chaplain, the supply was much in

excess of the demand.
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Colonel Shandrew favored the candidacy
of Major Libbey, but the Governor could not
be induced to make the appointment. At one
time it was believed by those near the ap-

pointing power that D. A. Hand had been
finally chosen as quartermaster, and W.
E. Coe, of Minneapolis, who was a candidate
for a commission, would, if commissioned at

all, receive a place in the line.

The Governor however, was keeping his

own counsels, even the Adjutant General's

office having little knowledge of the prospec-

tive appointments. The names of Libbey and
Rask were dropped from consideration, but
upon the assurance of his friends that Rask
would accept lesser honors he received a 1st

Lieutenancy. For the Medical Staff, Dr. H.
L. McKinstry, of Red Wing, had been select-

ed as Surgeon, with Drs. O. A. Trace, of Little

Falls and S. W. Mowers,of St. Cloud,as assist-

ant surgeons. But of these Dr. Mowers was
the only one who successfully passed the re-

quired examination, and Drs. W. A. Dennis,
of St. Paul and C. W. Fry, of Minneapolis,

were hastily summoned to appear before the

Board; they, having passed, were appointed
to the vacancies. But these last incidents

did not occur until July 5th and 6th. On Satur-

day July 2nd, a meeting was held in the Gover-
nor's private room, at the State House, at
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which were present besides the Governor, J.

C. Shandrew, Captain Leonhauser, Lieut.

T. Q. Donaldson, of the 8th U. S. Cavalry;

Lieut. H. P. Howard, also of the 8th U. S.

Cavalry and John W. Fineout, of St. Paul,

who was collecting a company for the regi-

ment. Lieut. Donaldson had been designated

by the government as mustering officer and
Lieut. Howard as temporary quartermaster.

The Governor's appointments were not all

made public at this meeting but he an-

nounced his purpose to call out the regiment
immediately and before midnight the news
had gone to all Minnesota that this would
be the event of next week. Due notice was
served on the twelve fortunate captains; their

men were gathered and held in readiness for

transportation to St. Paul, and the towns of

the state were all alive with patriotic devo-

tion. Sunday intervened; a day made for-

ever historic by Admiral Schley's destruction

of Cervera's fleet off Santiago,and on Monday
July 4th, while the whole nation was engaged
in the annual celebrations, the official call

was sent forth. The regiment destined to be
the last furnished by Minnesota for the

Spanish American war was ordered into

existence under the name of the "Fifteenth

Minnesota Volunteer Infantry."





CHAPTER II

ASSEMBLING AND ORGANIZING.

W HEX the Governor had finally com-

pleted his list of field and staff offi-

cers it read as follows:

J. C. Shandrew,
H. A. Leonhauser,
P. H. Gotzian,

D. W. Hand, -

F. M. Catlin,

W. T. Coe,

\V. A. Dennis,

S. W. Mowers
C. W. Fry,

T. A. Turner, -

Colonel

Lieutenant Colonel

Major
Major

Adjutant
Quartermaster

Surgeon
Assistant Surgeon
Assistant Surgeon

Chaplain

Of these the Surgeon ranked as Major, the

the Adjutant, Quartermaster, and two Assist-

ant Surgeons as First Lieutenants and the

Chaplain as Captain.
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The three former regiments had been mob-
ilized on the State Fair Grounds, which was
designated "Camp Ramsey" in honor of the
first Governor of Minnesota. The new regi-

ment was to assemble at the same place.

These grounds lie about mid-way between
St. Paul and Minneapolis and besides being
near to several lines of railroad are reached
from both cities by the Como and Harriet
electric line and from St. Paul by the Ham-
line line. The camp ground proper was a

small elevated site in the N. E. corner of the
inclosure, with a sloping green in front and
high picket fences shutting it in on the other
three sides.

Early on the morning of Tuesday, July 5th,

Col. Shandrew with a few of his subordinate
officers appeared here to receive the incom-
ing commands.

At 10 o'clock the notes of a band announced
the first arrival and a company from Minne-
apolis under command of Captain James El-
win, and accompanied by Gov. Clough,
alighted from the Interurban cars and march-
ed upon the grounds. It was followed imme-
diately by a company from St. Paul under
Captain J. W. Fineout. The two companies
began at once their preparations for military
housekeeping and were joined during this
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and the following day by nine others from
various parts of the State, namely:
Litchfield, - Captain J. G. Morrison
Willmar, -

" M. W. Spicer

Browns Valley, " A. S. Crossfield

East Grand Forks, - " J. F. Brandt
Luverne - - - " L. S. Nelson
Worthington " Edward Dolan
Pipestone, - " C. W. Gilmore

and two others from Minneapolis under Cap-
tains E.C. Vaneleveand Thos. Leonard. The
last company to arrive came from Duluth,
under command of Captain G. E. Gibson and
reached camp at 9 o'clock Thursday morning.

The air was charged with patriotic enthu-

siasm as these successive crowds of ununi-

formed, undisciplined men came upon the

grounds and eagerly set about to make of

themselves perfect soldiers. Guard lines

were soon established and men with sticks or

little pieces of boards in their hands were set

to patroling them.

There were tents to pitch, pits to dig, bags
of potatoes and onions and baskets of bread

to carry from the commissary store, three

hundred yards away. There was wood to be
carried, chopped and split, roll calls and
drills to attend, and all was promptly and
cheerfully undertaken. The first dinner upon
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the grounds was an Irish stew enjoyed by the

two companies first arriving.

The formidable task of subsisting, examin-
ing and organizing fifteen hundred men was
now at hand. The surgeons did not lack

subjects for the medical examinations, the

applicants in some companies being far in

excess of the requirements. Captain Fine-

out's company came upon the grounds with
67 men but in twenty-four hours the number
had increased to 144.

Individuals or little squads under some fu-

ture non-commissioned officer were constant-

ly arriving at the camp, and the anxiety at

this time to get in was only equaled by the

anxiety of some of the same men, at a little

later period, to get out.

The building where the medical staff was
at work was the scene of incidents pathetic

as well as amusing, when every few minutes
a boy would emerge with sorrowful counte-

nance, perhaps even in tears, to confess that

he had failed and must return home. About
90 per cent however came forth smiling and
exultantly announced that they had passed.

At 7 o'clock on Friday evening (July 8th,)

the muster roll of Captain Elwin's company
was complete;

Lieut. Donaldson administered the oath and
the camp had its first body of United States
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soldiers. The Governor had already decided
that this should be the ranking company.
It was accordingly designated Co. "A." While
Co. "A" was first to arrive and first mustered
in these facts did not determine the rank,

the (governor having decided the rank of sev-

eral of the more important ones independent
of these incidents.

The work of mustering in proceeded with a

deliberation which gave Col. Shandrew no
small annoyance and it was not until Satur-

day the 16th that the last two companies, "G"
and "M", were received.

On Monday, July 18th, the regiment was
mustered in as a body.

The several companies were drawn up in

the open space between the two lines of tents

occupied by the officers; their right resting

upon the row occupied by the line officers.

The colonel and his staff stood upon the bluff

overlooking the race track at one extreme of

the camp, and the columns of soldiers reached

clear across the camp to the fence beyond.
As Col. Shandrew cast his eyes back over the

ranks of men he uttered an expression of as-

tonishment at the magnitude of the com-
mand. This expression was many times re-

peated in after days. Everywhere the 15th

Minn, went during its continuance in the ser-

vice its size arrested attention and evoked
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words of wonder. The number of course was
conspicuously large, for 1326 men stood there,

a larger number than had ever before been
mobilized in the state under one organiza-

tion; a number almost equal to a whole divi-

sion towards the close of our civil war. But
this was not the only striking feature of this

young regiment.

The size of the individual men was yet

more noticeable. They were giants; their

average height exceeded that of the regular

army by three-fourths of an inch. It is doubt-

ful if any other regiment entering the service

for the Spanish-American war could exhibit

such large physical proportions. This fine

body of men had come from the woods, fields

and shops of a new and rugged state, where
the development of physique is the most
natural feature of progress. It was composed
predominantly of that Scandinavian element
which furnishes to our Northwestern popu-
lation its powerful foreign contingent. Hut
this regiment was no mere collection of

athletes, for that same foreign element
has proven itself a most formidable rival

of our native population in the intellectual

and social evolution of this section. Only
those who have lived a few years in Minne-
sota or the Dakotas can comprehend the ex-

tent to which the Swede and Norwegian is
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coming to the front in all matters affecting

political and commercial interests there. In
the ranks and in the offices as well were to be
found many of the best of these "European
Yankees" and side by side with them were
also many sons of the most honored families

of the state.

The proportion of highly educated men
was notably large. Among the field and
staff officers there was scarce one who had
not graduated from a liberal or professional

school, most of them from both. While in

the Lane, among the non-commissioned offi-

cers and in the ranks men of established pro-

fessional standing, bright young college grad-

uates, doctors, teachers, students were so

common as to attract no notice. A knowledge
of the personel of this regiment might well

recall the declaration of Mr. Lincoln during
the civil war that many a regiment had gone
to the front from which he might have
chosen his entire cabinet and the country
would have been well served.

To take this body of citizens, brainy, virile,

self-assertive, accustomed to original and
independent activity, and convert them into

soldiers, disciplined, obedient, submissive to

the will even of those who knew less than
they, was the work now set for the hot days
of July and August. Considerable progress
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had been already made in that work. Drills

began with the first days in camp and had
been faithfully maintained. Officers had
found enough to do, drilling, making out

rolls, keeping accounts, selecting non-com-

missioned officers, listening to complaints,

attending to the manifold details of reports,

roll calls, passes, study, looking after the uni-

forms, entertaining scores of visitors,and even
then receiving an occasional rating from the

commanding officer for negligence, they be-

gan to realize the proportions of the essay.

On the evening of the 7th the first guard
mount was held in front of headquarters. On
the 10th C. E. Bond, of Minneapolis, was ap-

pointed Captain of Company "I" in place of E.

C. Vancleve, who had been unable to pass

the physical examination.

On the 16th, when the regiment was about
ready for the final muster in, the announce-
ment was made that it was under orders to

proceed to Havana. The weather at this

time was quite suggestive of residence in a

tropical country, but, so far as was ever known
this was the only ground for the report.

Seventy-five men had answered sick call

that morning and the surgeons attributed the

troubles chiefly to the copious drinking of

water induced by the hot weather. Three
days later a heavy wind visited the camp,pros-
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trating some of the canvas, the temperature

showed a marked improvement; only six

patients were in the hospital and the rumor
of going to Havana had blown over.

George H. Snowball, of Minneapolis, a tal-

ented young orchestran, had received the

appointment of chief musician and set about
the task of organizing a regimental band.

The instruments arrived on the 19th, and after

a few days practice Prof. Snowball and his

troup appeared at guard mount, thus reliev-

ing the Danz band which had been tempor-
arily employed by Gov. Clough.
On the sloping ground at the south-west

corner of the camp was seen the Red Cross
flag of the hospital corps. Two tents had
here been erected under the direction of

Major Dennis, one for the dispensatory and
one for the accommodation of patients.

The Red Cross societies of the Twin Cities

and other towns of the state sent consider-

able supplies for the use of the hospital, and
stewards Kehoe, Giere and Gallagher, beside

the three surgeons, were on the ground for

duty, but the demand for their services was
light.

Sick call, which occurred in the morning,
was sometimes numerously attended, but the

troubles were only such as are incident to

camp life in its earlier stages. Sore toes and
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heels, the result of drilling; sore stomachs,
the result of over eating or drinking, and such
temporary derangements as are of constant

occurrence in camp, were all that required

treatment. A day's exemption from drill was
the prescription usually sought and most
frequently given, and the hospital had little

to do but serve as a curiosity to benevolent-

minded visitors.

The appointment of Rev. T. A. Turner, a

Congregational minister of St. Paul, as chap-

lain, was unofficially announced on the day
the regiment began to assemble. The fol-

lowing day, July 6th, he reported in camp and
took direction of the moral work. The
Y. M. C. A. under the management of the

state secretary, Mr. Francis, rendered valu-

able assistance, fitting up and equipping one
of the buildings upon the grounds where
meetings were statedly held and where
tables, magazines and writing materials were
provided for the soldiers. This work was
continued by the society during the greater

part of the regiment's existence and was a

source of great material convenience as well

as moral profit to the men.
Chaplain Turner made a brief address at

the above-mentioned building on the first

Sunday in camp and preached in the same
place on Sunday evening July 17th. On July
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24th, he held the first regimental service in

front of headquarters, Col. Shandrew sending
his orderly to the several company comman-
ders with the request that they and their

men should, as largely as possible, attend.

The response was generous and, seated upon
the grass in a semi-circle about a store-box

pulpit, the soldiers and a goodly number of

visiting citizens took part in this novel meet-

ing.

The-open air meeting with band music and
with little of the formality or primness
which accompany ordinary church-going
was the most popular form in the field. This
Of course was oft-times impossible, the weather
being such that religious exercises must be

held in a tent where the interest was per-

ceptibly diminished.

From the date of muster in down to the lat-

ter days of July the work of the camp went on
with no notable incident. There was drill in

the early morning, drill in the forenoon, drill

in the afternoon and for a time, drill in the

evening. For the officers there was school

in the forenoon, school at noon and school in

the afternoon. There was band practice,

bugle practice, study, inspection, letter-writ-

ing.

Visitors were never wanting; they lingered

until taps, they were in camp again with the
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early morning. This was particularly true

on Sundays when the usual crowds were aug-

mented by multitudes who now had leisure,

and by loaded excursion trains from the towns

which were represented bycompanies in camp.

The soldier had no seclusion; company streets

were thronged with curious crowds. Friends

new and old invaded his tent and inspected

his accoutrements. Groups of spectators

stood about the kitchens, watched him mess
and exchanged opinions upon the variety

and quality of his fare. Solicitous friends

looked after his comfort so closely that he

had no opportunity to be comfortable.

There was a gala season for each day.

guard mount was held in the evening fol-

lowed immediately by Retreat, and a band
concert in front of headquarters. The eve-

ning hours were therefore made the occa-

sion for a great outpouring of people from the

two cities who came by all kinds of convey-

ances to. greet their friends and enjoy the

spectacular features of army life. From four

o'clock until dark the camp was a veritable

Fair Ground.
A detail of reporters, ever at the regiment-

al elbow kept the public informed of all

things real, probable and improbable. Six

representatives of the city dailies, Messrs

Towsley, Hillhouse and Jackson, of the St.
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Paul Globe, Dispatch and Pioneer Press, re-

spectively. Messrs. May, of the Minneapolis
Journal, Arnold, of the Tribune and Miss
"Lieut." McFadden, of the Times, made every-

day visits and sustained the reputation of

the craft so well that the regiment not un-
frequently knew what it had done before it

had done it. The soldiers however had
reason to welcome the work of the reporters,

for in spite of their occasional publication

of premature and speculative matter they at

times rendered a real service. Their anxiety

to see the regiment leave the state was espec-

ially acceptable, for just then he who was
most active in the effort to send the 15th

abroad was its best friend.

July 27th was made eventful in Minnesota
history by the laying of the corner stone of

the new capitol, and the eminent; address of

Senator Davis, who was chairman of the
committee on foreign relations in the
United States Senate. An extensive parade
was a feature of the occasion and the

young regiment here made its first appear-
ance. Eleven hundred men boarded a special

train on the tracks near camp and were con-

veyed to the union depot, St. Paul, where
forming, they proudly marched over the
appointed course before the admiring eyes of

parents, sisters, sweethearts and an enthusi-
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astic concourse of citizens from all parts of

the state. The fruitage or at least the blos-

som of hard days of drill were now seen in

the superb showing made by this body of

men. Veterans of the civil war were sur-

prised at the excellent marching of these

soldiers who were as yet scarce three weeks
old. It had been realized that Col. Shandrew
was no easy drill master and some fears had
been entertained that he would be over-ex-

acting in this respect; but it is fair to pre-

sume that the reputation for thoroughness
maintained by this command in all its later

history owed not a little to the foundation
laid at Camp Ramsey.
On Friday, July 29th, an incident occurred

which was destined to exert an incalculable

influence upon the future history of this

regiment. While standing beneath the fly

in front of his tent, examining some articles

which had recently arrived for the head-
quarters mess and conversing with a few
officers present, Col. Shandrew was noticed

to falter in his speech and it was at once
discovered that his articulation was impaired.
He was taken into the tent of Chief Surgeon
Dennis and an examination showed that he
was suffering from cerebral hemorrhage,
causing a partial paralysis. A carriage was
called and he was sent to his home in Mer-
riam Park.
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The news of his illness spread rapidly and
its nature was such as to arouse serious ap-
prehensions of the result. Regret was wide-
spread and general, for in this short time
Col. Shandrew had impressed the command
as a man of admirable poise, good common
sense and much reserve strength, which with
his business experience and military train-

ing, running through thirteen years, inspired
much confidence in his prospective leadership.
Sunday the 31st, the first monthly muster
day, found a shade of uncertainty and sad-
ness over the camp on account of this first

misfortune. At 2 o'clock, Chaplain Turner
held regimental services before the closed
tent and officers and men alike listened with
great respect to the petition for the restora-
tion and return of their absent chieftain.
Aside from this, the first month was round-
ing out successfully and hopefully under the
efficient management of Lieut. Col. Leon-
heauser.





CHAPTER III

THE GREAT EPIDEMIC

AS early as the 25th of July a few men
had reported at sick call whose symp-
toms excited some uneasiness on the

part of the surgeons, but, as usual in such
cases, several days must elapse before oven an

experienced physician could determine the

exact nature of the trouble. The days went
by and no improvement was noted; on the

contrary the symptoms became more pro-

nounced and similar cases were constantly

occurring. The cots in the hospital began to

multiply and new tents had to be erected for

the accommodation of the patients.

The first week in August showed a steady

increase in the number of "suspects" while
none of the earlier cases were recovering. On
Saturday the 6th eighteen men were under
treatment in the hospital. The physicians
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were not yet fully agreed upon the diagnosis

and it was reported that an "ephemeral fever"

prevailed, but the surgeons had reason to

suspect something more significant as well

as more scientific than "ephemeral/' and up-

on consultation with leading authorities in

the cities, their suspicions were confirmed.

Camp Ramsey was in the grip of typhoid

fever.

Stealthily as an assassin crept upon the

camp that dire epidemic which, before it

ceased its ravages two months later, resulted

in the prostration of 400 men and the death

of 18.

No two words in any language have so om-
inous a sound for the members of the 15th

Minnesota as the words "Typhoid Fever."

Measures for locating the cause had been
promptly employed.
On the date above mentioned, Dr. Mowers

took water from the barrels which supplied

three of the companies, and also a specimen
of the ice used in the camp, to Dr. A. \V.

Miller, assistant commissioner of health fur

St. Paul, with a request that he make an an-

alysis of the same. This anatysis failed to

demonstrate the presence of the typhoid

germ, although the possibility of its existence

in the water was admitted. July 27th, Dr.

Miller visited the camp in person, in company
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with Mr. Sinks, inspector of contagions dis-

eases, and obtained specimens of water from
the hydrants, pumps and hose of the portable

tank which was used for distributing water

to the barrels throughout the camp.
In the last specimen he found the typhoid

germ. It was impossible even yet to positive-

ly declare that the water was contaminated,

for this water had passed through the tank on

the wagon and then through the hose and
this might have been contaminated by con-

tact with the driver's hands, the ground or

other object; but there were at least reasons for

suspecting the water, and at any rate, it was
now known that the deadly little demon had
invaded the camp and the uncertainty of its

location only made the situation more alarm-

ing.

On Tuesday Aug. 9th,ten of the more advanc-

ed cases were sent to the City Hospital, St-

Paul, but their beds were speedily occupied
by new men. About this time all drinking

water was ordered boiled, the use of ice was
prohibited, certain articles were excluded
from the ration and the soldiers were forbidden

to patronize the refreshment stands which
had sprung up so numerously within the fair

ground enclosure. A loud outcry arose

against these restrictions,both from the keep-

ers of the stands and the men in camp.
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The order against drinking water unboiled

was largely disregarded. The extreme heat

ereated a demand for the coolest drinks ob-

tainable and the men continued to quaff it in

enormous quantities direct from pumps, hy-

drants and barrels. This continued until the

14th, when the use of this water was discon-

tinued altogether and the supply brought
from the mains of St. Paul. A thorough sys-

tem of disinfection for the clothing was
adopted, but found impractical for the whole
command. More scrupulous policing was al-

so ordered, but like all the new regulations, it

was largely neglected. Meanwhile the dis-

ease constantly increased in extent and vir-

ulence. Aug. 13th, twenty-two more victims

were sent to the city haspitals. On the 15th

the first death, that of Everet Calvared,of Co.

''H" occurred in the City Hospital, St. Paul;

the morning sick call ran up to 178 and 45 had
to be removed from camp. There were not

enough ambulances in the two cities to meet
the requirements and the street cars had to

be called into service. The surgeons and
hospital stewards conducted men in groups

down to the tracks, those who were yet able
walking slowly, assisted by companions,
while others were carried on litters; thence
they were conveyed to the various hospitals
where ward after ward might be seen filled

with long lines of suffering soldiers.
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Hoping that a slight change in location

might prove beneficial the en nip was at this

time (Aug.l'th),removed to the open field along

the Interurban track while companies "F"
"M," ''K" & "H" in which most of the cases

were now occurring were isolated on the

grounds immediately north of the club room.
This little camp, which was jocularly term-

ed the "Imraunes," was put under com-
mand of Major Hand and closely quaran-
tined. But all expedients seemed to fail;

men in both camps continued to fall before

the relentless enemy.
On Sunday, the 21st, 180 had been sent to

the city hospitals and they were taking down
at the rate of 20 per da}^. A gloom pervaded
the camp, and the friends of the regiment
were greatly discouraged. In much alarm
Col. Iveonhauser wired the war department
for permission to remove his command to the

Ft. Snelling Reservation. The request was
granted and Aug. 23rd,the entite regiment,ex-

cept Co. "G" which remained a day to police

the grounds,once more broke camp and march-
ed 8 miles across the country where the main
bod}" encamped upon the rifle range, and the

detached companies two miles further, upon
an elevated spot near the river. Here they
had unlimited room, pure soil and running
water for bathing, as well as a change of wa-
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ter for drinking. Six days later Major Hand's
command returned to the main camp. Within
a few days there were signs of diminution
in the number of cases, but not sufficient to

bring any assurance of a speedy cessation of

the epidemic. Lieut. Bitner of Co. "H" had
been attacked while yet at Camp Ramsey and
gone home on sick leave. Lieut. Nelson of

Co. aC" became ill on the march and was sent
to the Post Hospital where a large propor-
tion of the cases thereafter occurring received
treatment. Other companies beside the four

named, began to furnish their share of the
cases; Co. "G" in particular, suffering very
severely. Steadily the numbers grew; two
hundred! three hundred! three hundred and
sixty! Where would this end? The crisis

in the earlier cases had now arrived and the

wards of the hospitals held many a noble
fellow who was fighting as bravely as the

men who marched against the environs of

Santiago. But all could not win; with pain-

ful frequency, reports of deaths were wired
from the hospitals to camp. On Aug. 25th,

Win. Kenney of Co, "G" died in the North-
western Hospital, Minneapolis, and two days
later Ove Knudson, M the same Co. died at

St. Joseph's, St. Paul. The following day
(Aug. 28thj, Peter Byhre of Co. "F" and Louis
Wold of Co. "L" died, the former at Bethesda
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and the latter at St. Lukes, St. Paul. Sept.

5th, Co. "H" lost two more men. Joseph R.

Moffett dying at St. Lukes and Geo. R. Mich-

ael at the Northwestern. It seemed as if the

whole command might yet march by way of

the hospitals and how many dead they would
leave there was only a matter for gruesome
conjecture.

The subsequent deaths from this disease

should here be noted. They were Wm. H.
Dinner, Co. "G", Sept. 13th; SevertO. Nelson,

Co. "G", Northwestern, Sept. 15th; George
Van Riper, Co. "C", Post, Sept. 10th; Daniel

D. Roberts, Co. "E", Post, Sept. 17th; Hans P.

Pederson, Co. -'M", St. Mary's, Minneapolis,

Sept. 19th; Joseph Schwabaeker, Co. "K",

Bethesda, St. Paul, Sept. 21th; Godfrey Zim-
merman, Co. "G", Northwestern, Sept. 21st;

Robert Dudley, Co. "I", Nortwestern, Sept.

25th; Chris Neslund, Co. "M", Asbury, Minn-
eapolis, Sept. 23th; Fred. C. O. Smith, Co. "C,"

St. Barnabas, Minneapolis, Oct. 18th; Fred

Christian, Co. "G," Presbyterian Hospital,

Chicago, 111., Oct. 22nd.

The 360 men left in the ten hospitals of St*

Paul and Minneapolis when the command
went east was swelled to full 400 by the ad-

dition of those afterward sent to the hospi-

tals of Chicago, Philadelphia, Harrisburg and

Reading.
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Such a calamity as this cannot honestly be

passed with no attempt to locate the respon-

sibility. The question of army sanitation

has never before engaged public attention as

during the last war, and the secret of this

popular interest is out. It lies in the convic-

tion that somebody is accountable for the

larger part of the sickness. It is no longer a

visitation of providence; it is a visitation of

ignorance or indifference. It will no longer

suffice to tell the public that disease and
death are the fortunes of war and must be

accepted as a natural consequence. The
public has learned better and proposes to

hold someone besides providence responsible

for the havoc and death wrought by epidemics.

The terrible inflictions which armies have
had to endure from these sources have sug-

gested to all thinking persons that it is time
to ask some questions. The records of our

civil war show that even with its vast mor-
tality in battle disease dug two graves where
the battlefield dug one, and the Spanish-

American war has fairly startled us with its

record of eleven deaths by disease to one by
battle. The most formidable enemy an army
ever has to face is disease, and the fitness of

an army to meet another army depends upon
the care of its physical condition. Battles

are fought in mess-kettles. Soldiers are made
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ready for battle by the brains and conscien-

ces of their quartermaster and medical de-

partments. Surgeons, nurses, cooks and

commissaries must be as great as drill-mas-

ters, colonels and generals or the battle is lost.

Next to Manila and Santiago the most sen-

sational episode of this war occurred in the

quartermaster's department, and almost the

only good result of the long, tiresome inves-

tigation which followed was in calling pub-

lic attention again and again to the great

need of intelligence and conscience in this

department.

The responsibility for arnw sanitation nat-

urally divides itself up among quartermas-

ters, cooks, nurses and surgeons.

In the volunteer army it is, of course, im-

possible that these shall all have a prepara-

tion for their peculiar duties, and the evils of

the s3Tstem Irv which they are appointed are

off-times keenly apparent. To pick up a

young lawyer, real estate dealer or insurance

agent for an army quartermaster because,

perhaps, he is a successful politician does not

promise great efficiency. This method may,

and no doubt did, in many instances, secure

good men, but as a principle, it cannot be

commended. Could a quartermaster-ser-

geant or even a quartermaster's clerk from

the regular army be appointed to the position
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of regimental quartermaster in the volunteer

service it would more nearly secure the

knowledge needful for the best results-

These words are directed at the system and
not at the quartermaster of the 15th. Lieu-

tenant Coe possessed many of the qualities

demanded by his office. His temperament
was adapted to the vexations incident to that

work. With a disposition to let the other

man do the wording and a fund of good na-

ture which rarely forsook him, he was able

to meet the multiplied complaints, questions

and impossible demands without loss of

sleep or appetite. He had a mind vigorous

and quite able to grasp the significance

of a business proposition, but was some-
what embarrassed by lack of system and
too great dependence upon his memory for

details. His talkativeness was excessive for

an army man, and if he forgot or neglected

anybody it was not those who were presumed
to have influence. In view of the little at-

tention he had given to such business, his

work was of a good quality.

As to cooks, the military authorities must
be credited with an intelligent appreciation of

their importance. A general order of the

war department issued July 12th, 1898,provides

for enlistment, after thorough examination, of

competent cooks, but it is safe to say that
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only one out of ten of the volunteer regiments
ever heard of this order.

The army ration has a perpetual right of

action against the public, for slander. It is

worthy of a far better reputation than it sus-

tains.. It is the product of many years of ex-

periment and study and it is much to the

credit of our government that short-sighted

ideas of economy in the matter of soldiers'

food do not hold the place that they once did.

As now provided, the army ration is a whole-
some and sufficient article of food, and if

properly cooked, it meets well the demands of

an army; but half-cooked beans, sodden pota-

toes, raw rice, burned meat and generally
dirty cooking cover a multitude of ills. A
school for the education of army cooks, with
ranks, honors and promotions for merit do-

serves to stand alongside West Point as in-

dispensable to an efficient military system.
The manner of procuring army nurses well

illustrates the evils of a temporary system.
Recruiting officers went into towns and gath-
ered up at random young men for hospital

service. Boys whose knowledge of nursing
was confined to the little that their mothers
had given them, who despised the sight of a

sick room and were wholly destitute of all

the tact necessary for such a business, ap-

plied for enrollment in the hospital corps,
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because the}7 wanted to go into the army and
this was their only opportunity. Men with

little better qualifications were drawn from
the companies for service in regimental hos-

pitals; these young men without experience

and with little instruction had to be put up-

on the most critical cases because competent
nurses could not be, or at least had not been,

provided. The work of the Red Cross socie-

ty is worthy of the highest commendation.
L/ike all other departments, it needed exper-

ience but its purposes were unselfish and its

contributions to the comfort and health of the

arm}7
,
great. The employment of female

nurses proved to be a wise expedient and it is

safe to say that the government is convinced

of the economy of a much larger use of

trained female help in the hospitals. With
400 cases of typhoid fever, the 15th Minnesota
may be counted singularly fortunate in hav-

ing lost but 18 men, but it is to be remem-
bered that it was all the while accessible to

hospitals in neighboring cities, where the

best trained nurses and most approved meth-
ods are employed. This was also true of many
other regiments and had it not been so the

mortality, even in our home camps, must
have been appalling. City hospitals of

course cannot be carried with an army but

even for field service there would be an act-
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ual saving in a much larger use of their ap-

pointments and their nurses.

But the most crying need in army sanita-

tion is not that of hospitals, but of measures
to keep men out of hospitals. Here is where
the strictest accountability is demanded and
the demand is reasonable. Typhoid and
malarial fevers are coining to be recognized

as the most destructive enemies of the

soldier, and it is now known that they are

both avoidable. This is particularly true of

the worst of all perils, the typhoid. When we
consider the conditions existing in some of

the larger as well as smaller camps during the

war, all wonder that so many took sick gives

place to wonder that all did not take sick.

There were camps occupied by large armies,

through which one might drive for hour after

hour without being able to escape from the

stench which arose from open sinks. Men
lived day and night for weeks in the torrid

heat of July and August ever breathing this

poison-laden atmosphere, while all the time
swarms of flies passed at will from sinks to

mess tables; water was brought from most
questionable sources and thrown into open
barrels whence it was dipped for use with
pans, kettles and even wash-basins, and dur-
ing these same weeks 90 per cent of the men
were perfectly innocent of any such thing
as an all-over bath.
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There must have been something wrong
in the location and management of such
camps; and what was true here was true to

a greater or less extent of all the camps in

the country. The location of the camp of

the 15th Minn, was a grievous blunder for

which somebody was responsible

No camp should be established until the

proposed site has been examined by a com-
petent medical board composed of regular

army surgeons who are presumably independ-
ent of all political and mercenary influences.

The government both state and national

will have to answer in the day of judgment
for indifference or incompetency in this mat-
ter of selecting camps for the soldiers.

But however excellent might be the site,

this alone was insufficient to counteract
the effects of slovenly management after

troops were on the ground. The details of

sanitation must at last, fall upon the regi-

mental surgeons and here was where the

greatest failures occurred.

It was no easy matter to obtain competent
medical men for the volunteer army. There
is no salary paid to any member of the regi-

mental staff sufficient to induce men of both
first class ability and first class experience to

leave an established home practice for a pre-

carious position in the army. The result is
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that the places are usually rilled either by
men who are failures at home or by young
men who are lacking in the knowledge which
is here particularly demanded. They may
be full of promise, but promise is not a

sufficient compensation for lack of wide
experience and power in handling men. A
large proportion of them are attracted by
the superior opportunity to learn surgery
which the army is supposed to afford; but
surgery is the least part of their duties,

and this was particularly true of the last

war. The large number of young and inex-

perienced men occupying positions in the

medical department where foresight, thought-

fulness and tact were needed was a most
common and most disquieting fact in the

late army. This condition of things was
not improved, but rather aggravated by
the contract system, which, for some reas-

on, was the least satisfactory feature of

the medical service.

The medical staff of the 15th Minn, would
certainly compare favorably with the best

among the volunteer regiments. Dr. Fry, a

man of middle age and accustomed to deal-

ing with men of the more reckless and ex-

cessive classes, was decidedly popular and
influential with the rank and file.

Drs. Dennis and Mowers belonged to that
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class of physicians who are well versed in

modern methods and give promise of most
successful careers.

Major Dennis, upon whom devolved the

chief responsibility, was a man of exception-

al talent. His mental alertness was notable

and his aptness very pronounced. His
knowledge of professional matters was like-

wise accurate and discriminating. He had
much of that secretiveness which is sup-

posed to be valuable in the medical profes-

sion, but which is not so congenial to asso-

ciates. His manner gave the impression

that he was conscious of superiority in men-
tality and rank. He was inclined to be pes-

simistic in his views of life, but did not per-

mit this to influence his professional work.
He did not manifest that sympatic
which would give him a personal hold upon
the average man of the command, but was
loyal to the best interests of the soldier in his

administrative acts.

There is now little doubt that every case of

typhoid fever in the 15th was incurred at

Camp Ramsey and traceable more or less

directly to the water used before Aug. 14th.

This water, as we have seen, fell under sus-

picion in the latter part of July when the

symptoms first began to appear. Had the

camp at this time been removed or the use
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of the water wholly discontinued it is proba-
ble that one-half the scourge would have
been avoided; but it was several days before

the drinking water was ordered boiled, and
several da}Ts more before the supply was
shut off altogether, and meanwhile the dam-
age had been done. The orders for boiling

the water and for better policing,when issued,

were wise and had they been rigidly enforced

would likewise have proved a great protec-

tion.

When everything is considered, the re-

sponsibility for this epidemic must be di-

vided between the failure of the state ad-

ministration to properly locate the camp;
the failure of the men to obey orders; the
failure of the regimental authorities to en-

force orders; and the failure of the medical
staff to adopt more prompt and vigorous san-

itary, measures.





CHAPTER IV.

DOUBTS AND HOPES.

FOR the month of August the history of

the typhoid fever, is the history of the

regiment; but some happenings during
that time, both at home and abroad were of

decided significance, while others, less

important, deserve a place here as necessary

parts of a full narrative. On the afternoon

of Sunday the 7th, four Grand Army Posts,

of St. Paul made a formal visit to the camp
and the regiment was massed in front of

headquarters to welcome them and partici-

pate in the exercises of the occasion. The
old and new were drawn up facing each
other, and all were surrounded by a vast

crowd of citizens.

Addresses were made by Major Epsey,
Judge Egan and Ex-Mayor Doran and a brief

welcome was spoken by Ueut. Col. Eeonhau-
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ser,after which ranks were broken and for the

remainder of the evening veterans and young
soldiers freely mingled together in social

converse. The addresses upon this occasion

represented the sentiment which at that

time was practically universal in the North-

west. They were characterized by a hearty

indorsement of the cause in which the new
generation of soldiers had enlisted; but at

the same time expressed the hope that their

services would not be needed for actual war-

fare. Five days later, August 12th, the peace

protocol was signed and hostilities between
our country and Spain ceased. The era of

speculation began and many an anxious in-

quiry arose as to what was to be done with
the soldiers who had not yet gotten out of

instruction camps.
While these questions were pending anoth-

er pretty ceremony was arranged for the

camp. An elegant stand of colors had been
prepared by the Commercial Club of St. Paul
and on the evening of Aug. 18th a large dele-

gation appeared to make the formal presen-

tation to the regiment. Mrs. J. J. Hill read

a very appropriate presentation address, and
was followed by Mr. Conde Hamlin, president

of the club, and others.

Col. Leonhauser fittingly expressed the

gratitude of the command and Gov. Clough,
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who was present with his entire staff in uni-

form, made the closing address. The remarks
of the visitors took the tone of uncertainty

just then prevailing, the thought being that

peace had now come and there would pro-

bably never be any use for these soldiers.

The speakers therefore complimented them
upon what they desired but would not have
the opportunity to do. Gov. C lough however
threw a little brand of enthusiasm into the

meeting by declaring that all the talk of

"muster out" was without foundation, and
giving it as his opinion that they would yet

see service. This was an end to which both

the governor and Senator Davis were persis-

tently working, and it is in no small degree
owing to their efforts that the regiment at

last saw a partial realization of its hopes.

The Governor always displayed much in-

terest in the Fifteenth. It was popularly

styled the "Governor's Regiment." This was
of course due to the fact that its organization

and the selection of its officers were more
directly in his hands.

The other three regiments, having belonged
to the National Guard, were necessarily, not

so largely the creatures of the Executive, nor

were they so thoroughly representative of the

state. Governor Clough's frequent visits to

the command and the energy and thought-
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fulness with which he looked after its com-
fort and advancement were worthy of the

sincere gratitude of the entire body. These
favors were not wholly unmixed with anno}^-

ance, for the "War Governor" was not a mili-

tary man and naturally lacked knowledge
of matters which are sometimes essential to

good discipline. His proposed assistance

was therefore, in some instances, equivalent

to interference in things which were better

left to those who were officially responsible

for them. He was "also given to occasional

outbursts of ill-temper, very unseemly in one
of his official dignity and very humiliating to

his appointees.

The most important official event of this

month was the resignation of Col. Shandrew
and the promotions which followed. The
fears of a fatal termination of the Colonel's

attack, which at first prevailed, had been
somewhat allayed by favorable reports from
his bed-side, but the improvement had been

slow and he had reluctantly abandoned the

hope of resuming command. When there-

fore he tendered his resignation Aug. 15th, it

was promptly accepted by the Governor and
Lieut. Col. Leonhauser advanced to the

place. At the same time Major Gotzian be-

came lieut. colonel; Major Hand senior

major and Captain Elwin of Company "A".
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was promoted to a field office as junior major.

This was the only change which occur-

ed among the field officers during the regi-

ment's term of service.

Major Elwin was a man of middle age,

having been for many years a citizen of Min-
neapolis, where he was favorably known in

business and political circles. He was
generous, public-spirited and honest; a good
story-teller and a pleasant companion. He
was thoroughly innocent of any knowledge
of militar}^ affairs when he entered the army,
and lacking in all aptitude in these lines.

He was consequently not a success as a tac-

tician. He was unassuming in matters of

rank, but loyal to his superiors,.and faithful

to his duties. He was very susceptible to

flattery, unfeignedly boastful of his popu-
larity and influence, and confident of his

abilities. No one said aught against him per-

sonally, but his election to the field inspired

no enthusiasm throughout the command.
First Lieut. Fred. K. Barrows, of Co."A,"was

promoted to the captaincy, 2nd Lieut. F. A.C.
Vincent became 1st Lieut, and John C.

Sweet, of Minneapolis, was commissioned
2nd Lieut.

As before noted, the alarming spread of the

fever induced the change of the camp on the

15th from its first location to the open field
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along the Interurban car line, and just inside

the fair ground enclosure, while the four

companies most afflicted were isolated on the

slope a little off the old ground. Here they

remained one week, little of interest occur-

ring except the increasing ravages of the

scourge, when the welcome order arrived for

removal to Ft. Snelling. Accordingly, on the

morning of the 23rd, the tents once more
came down and the entire effective force,

bidding a final farewell to old Camp Ramsey,
marched the 8 or 9 miles across the country

to the new site.

The scene now was widely different from
anything they had yet known. The Ft.

Snelling reservation has 1800 acres of land,

most of which is unoccupied, and lying in a

state of nature with irregular surface, grassy

plain, dense wood and spongy lowland. The
camp of the 15th was upon the rifle range, a

wide plain covered with coarse grass, backed
by a heavy wood and shut out from all S3rm-
bols of civilization, except an occasional

glimpse of the flag which floated over the

barracks, a mile away, on one side, and a

water tank an equal distance on the other.

The nearest public conveyance stopped at

the bridge near the old fort, or at Minnehaha
Park, either point being not less than a mile

and a half from camp. The}" were no longer
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within the confines of a city; no longer

obliged to eat, drink, sleep, dump offal and
entertain thousands of visitors upon a little

back yard; and it yet remains a ni3rstery why
this immense idle tract, the property of the

government, a military reservation for the

express purpose of accommodating its sol-

diers, should have been the last place thought
of as a fit camp for the government troops.

They were now near enough to the Missis-

sippi river to take a bath in running water,

and accordingly were marched down by com-
panies and battalions to enjoy this luxury.

Within a week the four companies which
had been detached on account of their extra-

ordinar}" sick report returned to the main
camp. All tents were now floored and in a

few days the regiment was once more set-

tled to regular work. Skirmish drills were at

this time the particular form of practice. The
number of feverpatients was slightly diminish-

ed and a more cheerful feeling pervaded the

camp; but the prostrations were yet too num-
erous and constant to permit of any settled

confidence. There was reason to believe that

hundreds of men now in camp had been ex-

posed to the infection, and it would require

two weeks or more to decide the effect which
this would have upon such cases.

The present location was christened Camp
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Snelling. Secluded though it was, the hun-
dreds who had friends there were not long in

striking the trail and appearing upon the

grounds.

The influence of a home camp upon the

soldier had a thorough test in the case of the

15th. It was more than ten weeks from its

assembly until it left the state, and all this

time it was encamped in' the most accessible

part of the state and within a few minutes'

travel of the homes of a large percentage

of the soldiers. It is difficult to decide

whether such circumstances are fortunate or

unfortunate. vSocial functions, basket pic-

nics and the entertainment of friends are not

the discipline that makes good soldiers. A
young regiment encamped near its friends,

like a young man living near his mother-in-

law, is in danger of hearing too much good
advice. The military authorities are embar-
rassed by a superfluity of sympathy. Well-

meant, but ill-directed efforts to exhibit pat-

riotism and do something for the soldiers are

legion. Delegations from benevolent socie-

ties, committees from social bodies, bands
from churches, self-constituted boards of

health,solicitous mothers and pastors, sympa-
thetic women who want to help the poor sol-

diers are ever tendering advice and assist-

ance, which only distracts from the essential
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business of soldier-making. But these dis-

advantages are not without their compensa-
tions. The presence of such social influ-

ences furnishes wholesome restraints for the

men, and tends to keep the officers reminded
of the fact that these boys have fathers and
mothers who are looking to them as the

guardians as well as commanders of the men
under their orders.

Camp Snelling was now a pleasant place

to reside and but for the continued depletion

of the companies by fever everything was
going well. Still it is not the wont of the

volunteer soldier to be long content when
there is no immediate prospect of activity.

The men who enter such service are usually

of the more adventurous t}7pe, to whom any
change is more acceptable than waiting in

idleness. Peace with Spain now seemed al-

most certain, and the question of continuance
in the service was again uppermost.
"Shall we go to the Philippines?" "Shall

we go to do garrison duty in Cuba?" "Shall

we go home?"
Ever3Tbody had a preference. Not a few

said, "We enlisted to fight. We did not leave

our homes to lie in garrisons. If there is to

be no more righting we want to go home."
Some of the men were so anxious to right

that they had no relish for drilling or even for
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bathing, but there was unfortunately no op-

portunity to test the sincerity of this desire.

In the absence of definite knowledge impres-

sions and partial expressions of opinions

were published. One day it was reported

that a majority of the men wanted to be

mustered out and the next day it was denied;

and all this went on just as if it might, in

some wa}7
, affect the result.

In official circles the strongest influences

were yet at work to get the regiment into ac-

tive service. August 25th Senator Davis had
an interview with the President and Secre-

tary of State after which he announced that the

15th would probably be retained in service.

On account of Senator Davis' official rela-

tion to the administration, this statement

was regarded as quite significant, but it was
ten days before anything was known beyond
this brief hint and ten days is a long time in

an army camp.
But on the 4th of September (Sunday)

came the most stirring news that the regi-

ment had heard since the day, just two
months before, when it was called to assem-

ble at camp Ramsey, for that day the

papers reported an order from the war de-

partment, issued the day before, directing

the removal of the command to Camp Mead,
Pa. Expectation was at once on tip-toe and
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everybody awaited with interest the confirm-

ation of the announcement. Even military or-

ders are sometimes illusory. Col. Leonhaus-
er here encountered obstacles which caused
him misgivings as to the final success of the

enterprise.

On the 3rd fifteen patients had been sent to

the Post Hospital making a total of 83 which
had been received by this and other institu-

tions in the ten days which had elapsed since

the removal from Ramsey. With scarcely an
exception these 83 men were the victims of

fever and it was evident that the end of this

trouble was not yet in sight It was reported

that a contract doctor at Snelling, affecting

an importance quite in excess of his authority,

had declared that the regiment should not
leave camp in its present condition of health.

It was feared that some intermeddling might
yet arrest the order, even if it had been issu-

ed. It will be seen' hereafter that such fears

were not groundless.

On Wednesday evening vSept. 7th, Col.

Leonhauser stood out in the twilight back of

his tent intently considering a telegram which
had just come to hand, and Chaplain Turner
a little way off stood regarding the scene. He
finished the reading and coming close to the
latter and speaking in an exultant sub-
tone said "Chaplain don't you say a word,
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but I have the order!" The chaplain promis-

ed to say "not a word" and retired to his quar-

ters. A few minutes later a call to arms
broke upon the heavy, misty air and the com-
panies, pouring out into the darkness, formed
and hurried to headquarters. By direction

of the Colonel,Adjutant Catlin announced the

news that was too good to keep.

The command was ordered to proceed, as

soon as possible, to Camp Mead and it was
hoped to be ready in the early part of next

week.
Then pandemonium broke loose! Cheer

followed cheer until the recall was sounded,

and, hoarse with cheering, the men hurried

away, and extemporizing all kinds of melodi-

ous instruments, returned to continue the

din. The band came out to take part in the

celebration, and the most chronic grumblers
seemed to have forgotten about muster-out.

Judging from the magnitude of the demon-
stration, everyone in camp must have been
intoxicated with delight. The mere prospect

of change; the doing something other than

what they had been doing; the possibili-

ty of seeing something of the world, though
they had little prospect of ever seeing any-

thing of war had come like a tonic to minds
which had grown languid by two months of

waiting. All roads now led to Camp Mead.
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Preparations for departure which had been
under consideration already began in ear-

nest. The quartermaster's department was
the scene of the greatest activity. Officers

were busied in arranging their private affairs,

as well as the business of their commands,
and all were putting their business in shape
for a long stay abroad. The weather about
this time lent encouragement to the desire

for escape to another clime. A most uncom-
fortably cool spell set in, lasting two or three

days. Ice-formed in tents at night, and the

soldiers had their first experience around the

camp fire.

At the earnest solicitation of the state fair

management, Col. Leonhauser had consented

to give a skirmish drill upon the grounds
during the annual exhibition. Accordingly
on Saturday, Sept. 10th, two battalions visited

the fair, then in session, for that purpose.

The race track was the scene of the exhibi-

tion. The command was drawn up in several

detachments at the western extremity of the

inclosure, facing the bluff at the other end,

which had been the site of Camp Ramsey;
there the enemy was supposed to be located.
These operations were no doubt designedly
planned, being directed against the fever
germ, that invisible foe which but a few
weeks before had so disastrously defeated the
regiment upon this very ground,
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The day of vengeance had now come. The
ranks of soldiery advanced in splendid order

over the irregular ground, occasionally halt-

ing and sweeping the field on flank and cen-

ter with their volleys, now dropping and fir-

ing, now going forward with a rush, but
never faltering in their progress; driving ev-

erything before them, they at length reached
the other end of the enclosure where the}7,

were massed in front of the bluffs. Here oc-

curred the hottest engagement of the day;

the whole force advanced to the very foot of

the hills, their blood boiling and their enthus-

iasm rising ever higher, while with loud and
repeated cheers, they poured volley after vol-

ley of point blank cartridges into the ranks
of the hated bacillus typhosis, which, pre-

sumably, hung over the brow of the hill. A
moment later not an enemy was to be seen.

The firing ceased, and, with one final cheer

of triumph, the gallant boys faced about and
marched from the grounds and back to camp.
Some months later the regiment received

$100 from the State Fair Association in com-
pensation for their valuable achievements
on that day.

Thursday, the loth, had been finally fixed

as the day for leaving, and Col. Leonhauser
was pressing the preparations, lest some
contingency interfere. The 11th was the last
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Sunday in the state. Passes were unlimited,

and hundreds went to their homes or the

homes of friends near by to complete arrange-

ments for their departure and bid adieu.

Less than the proverbial corporal's guard at-

tended the religious services held in front of

the chaplain's tent at 10:30, but in the after-

noon the camp began to fill up, and until late

at night, a procession of vehicles and foot

passengers from both cities streamed into

and out of camp. The day was warm, the
roads across the reservation dusty, but in

camp the grass had held its own and the
ground within the lines was in good condition.

Through the enterprise of Governor Clough,
company mess tents had been lately secured,

sufficiently large to accommodate the entire

company at one time. These were provided
with tables and benches and henceforth be-

came a source of general convenience for the
men.
When the regiment was first organized the

battalion arrangement was as follows: 1st

Bat., "A", "H", "L,", "D"; 2nd, "B", "K", "M"
"E "; 3rd, "G", "I", "G," "F." After the res-

ignation of Col. Shandrew and the conse-
quent promotions the order was, 1st Bat.,

"B", "K", "M", "E"; 2nd, "C, "I", "G", "F";
3rd, "D", "L", "A", "H".
Contracts were made with four railroads
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for the transportation of the regiment and
baggage to Camp Mead; it being arranged

that the colonel and staff and the first and

second battalions should go over the North-

western Line to Chicago, and thence via the

Pennsylvania to Middletown, Pa., while the

third battalion was to proceed by the Wis-

consin Central to Chicago and thence via the

Baltimore & Ohio to the same point. The
cost of transportation averaged 13 dollars per

man. The effective force of the regiment

was at this time about 950.

The camp was astir early on Thursday
morning. Baggage wagons were promptly

on hand, breakfast was dispatched, tents

struck, equipage rolled and tied, wagons
loaded and companies moving toward the

bridge which crosses the river at Ft. Snell-

ing within a few hours. The point of de-

parture was the Union and St. Louis depots,

St. Paul. The citizens of St. Paul, who had

always manifested such a kindly and helpful

interest in the command, had made prepara-

tions "for a wholesale god speed. Smith

Park, a short distance from the depot, had

been selected as the place of the formal fare-

well. Here 180 gallons of cofee were stewing

and a large express wagon loaded with sand-

wiches^ was driven upon the grounds. But-

ton-hole bouquets for each man ware in read-
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iness, and committees waited to serve them.
The Governor and his staff and a throng of

friends from St. Paul, Minneapolis and all

parts of the state were on the grounds. The
extravagant enthusiasm which characterized

the departure of troops at the beginning of

the war was no longer to be expected, but the

sober and abiding interest in the welfare of

the loth which brought these thousands of

friends to see them off was a source of great

gratification. After lunching, decorating,

shaking and administering volumes of whole-
some advice to the men, the greater part of

the crowd followed them to the depots, where
the trains were in waiting. The day had
worn away with these numerous and inform-

al ceremonies. The soldiers boarded their

trains; the crowd stood outside and talked

through the open windows. Five o'clock

came; the train at last moved; the band
struck up "The Girl I left behind me;" ev-

erybody cheered, many wept and the 15th is

gone!





CHAPTER V.

BEYOND THE ALLEGHANIES,

AS the military trains sped across the
state line there was a sigh of relief
that, in any event, the regiment had

not died in its cradle. The avowed suspic-
ion of Col. Leonhauser that something would
yet thwart the movement now seemed to have
been unfounded and it was a fortnight later
that the 15th learned how narrow an escape
it made that day. It then came to light that
before the command left Ft. Snelling, another
order had been issued in Washington, this
time, forbidding the proposed removal until
two weeks after the last case of fever had de-
veloped. For some reason this order was de-
layed in transmission, not reaching St Paul
until the 17th, by which time the command
was nearing the end of its journey. Had it
come sooner, its final effect upon the future
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history of this regiment can only be conjec-

tured. But it is too late! by some magic, the

soldiers marched and the trains ran faster

than the electric current and the 15th out-

sped the fatal stroke of lightning.

The biography of that message has never
been written. Whether the delay was purely

accidental; whether the war department re-

sorted to a little piece of duplicity to gratify

the vanity of a harmless old medical officer

in the department of Dakota; or whether the

dispatch was arrested and hung up by some
friend high in authority has not yet been dis-

closed. However that may be there is now no
question that the regiment has a new lease of

life, and the night closed down upon a thous-

and happy men. The next morning found
the trains in Chicago, within the fragrant pre-

cints of the stock yards, where with startings,

stoppings, backings, shirtings, parleys with
car inspectors and like important ceremonies,

the greater part of the day was spent. Here
nine men who were taken down with fever on
the way were removed to the Presbyterian hos-

pital.

The two trains carrying the colonel and staff

and the 1st and 2nd battalions here took the
Pennsylvania road, going through northern
Ohio and via Pittsburg, while the 3rd Battal-
lion, taking the Baltimore and Ohio,went the
longer route via Cumberland.
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The former reached Pittsburg about noon,
where after an hour lost by delay and anoth-
er hour lost by turning watches forward, the
journey was resumed. And now erelong they
struck the interesting part of the road and the
soldiers began to find some compensation for

the many weeks of monotonous camp life.

Here was food for enjoyment as these
children of the prairies caught their first

glimpse of the mountains and lost themselves
in contemplation of the new scenery. As the
long line of coaches, at a surprising speed,

rolled up the steep grades, hundreds of de-

lighted men hung out of the windows,
gazing up at the swells which rose yet

above them or down the perpendicular
walls beneath. On and on climbed the

iron wheels, over tree-tops and mountain
streams, around curves, through gorges,

amid constantly changing views, until they
reached the summit ranges where the eye
looked out over successions of bold rounded
peaks which stretched away into dimness and
out of sight and where they could see,down the

wide valleys, the little mountains lying
cradled under their sheets of haze. The
train swept round the famous Horseshoe
Curve by daylight and pulled up at Altoona in

the twilight, where a halt was made for sup-
per. Then as they dropped down the eastern
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slope into the deep shadow of the Alleghan-
ies the beautiful autumn day closed and the

weary sight-seers once more fell asleep.

Most of the enlisted men had heads clear

enough to appreciate the scenery, for intoxi-

cants were carefully excluded from their list

of accommodations, but it is to be feared

many officers were not so well favored, for in

their coaches liquors were freely provided

and freely used. It is but fair to say that this

false idea of luxury, which so largely prevails

in traveling, did not however result in ser-

ious demoralization and all things considered

the trip was a very pleasant one.

About midnight the trains passed through
Harrisburg and stopped at Middletown eight

miles beyond, where they were side-tracked

and left undisturbed until morning. The 3rd

battalion arrived safe several hours later.

Sunday morning rose clear and hot. Col.

Leonhauser had duly reported his arrival and
at 8 o'clock an officer appeared to guide the

way to camp. The location was some four

miles distant. After a lunch upon the trains,

rather light and 'mussy" (for the bottoms of

haversacks and lunch baskets were now
reached),the companies formed, and marching
out by a road deep in dust, proceeded through
woods, over hills and,part of the way, through
open fields to the appointed place. On the
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way were seen the camps of several regiments
and detachments scattered here and there

among the hills and upon reaching its desti-

nation the new arrival found itself set down
in view of eight or ten other regiments whose
canvas villages spread over a little upland
valley walled in by a circle of gentle hills.

This larger camp centered about a cross-

roads leading out to the surrounding villages

It occupied several large farms whose excel-

lent improvements gave evidence of unusual
thrift. Stately farm houses with capacious

dutch barns and surrounded by large or-

chards and well tilled fields sat at dignified

distances from the several camps. A mile to

the east floated the red cross flag of a division

hospital, while northeast, southeast and
south on knolls or hillsides, surrounded by
little clusters of tents, were seen the pennons
of brigade and division commanders. The
location was admirable and in the light blue at-

mosphere of a September or October day the

scene was charming. Two months from the

day of its muster in, the 15th found itself, for

the first time, part of a great military camp.
About the middle of the afternoon the 3rd

battalion under the command of Major Elwin
marched upon the grounds and was greeted

with hearty cheers from its fellows. The
day passed with a compound of men,mules,wa-
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gons, bundled canvas, tent-furnishings, cook-

ing utensils and quartermasters stores all in

a ferment under a cloud of dust. No religious

services were held, though sacred terms were
not unfrequently employed. A sudden dash
of rain in the afternoon added somewhat to

the interest of the day; but by night tents

were placed and everything under shelter.

Camp George Gordon Mead (named for

General George G. Mead, the hero of Gettys- 1

burg) was one of the sober second thoughts

of the war deparment which followed the ex-

perience of Alger, Chickamauga Park and
other illy located and illy managed camps.

The site was selected by General Wm. M.

Graham, commander of the second army
corps and his command transferred from

Camp Alger to this place August 15th—18th,

(Gen. Order No. 68, 2nd army corps). This

corps consisted of three divisions,the first be-

ing under the command of Gen.S. M.B. Young.
Upon its arrival in camp, the 15th Minn.

]

was assigned to the third brigade of this di-

vision (General Order No. 90). The Brigade

commander was Gen. S. P. Gobin and the
.

other regiments of the command were the 8th

and 13th Pennsylvania, under command of j

Cols. T. F. Hoffman and H. A. Coursen re-

spectively. The ground upon which the 15th

was located lay along the south side of a
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wood heavily timbered and dense with under-

brush; the soil was a tough, red clay, and a

slight inspection revealed the alarming fact

that it had been, quite recently, occupied by

another regiment. The policing of the grounds

and adjacent woods, after the withdrawal of

the regiment, had been superficial, and most
unwelcome discoveries were speedily made.

In view of its unhappy experience at Camp
Ramsey the 15th had a strong prejudice

against second-hand camp grounds. In a

matter of such importance Colonel Leon-

hauser felt that juniority was not sufficient

reason for his taking a back seat; and so,

armed with a certificate from the chief sur-

geon setting forth the unsanitary conditions,

he proceeded to headquarters and made such

a vigorous protest that he obtained an order

to take up a new location. Accordingly, on

Wednesday,21st, the regiment once more pull-

ed up stakes,loaded its baggage and,marching
east a half mile, encamped in a field near the

road leading to High Spire, and upon clean,

slightly rolling ground. This location put

the regiment some distance from Gen. Go-

bin's quarters and the other regiments of the

brigade, but in most respects it was quite

satisfactory and the 15th remained here dur-

ing all its further stay at Camp Mead. The
division hospital occupied the neighboring
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hill-top, and the first brigade, consisting of
the 10th Ohio, Col. Axaline, 1st Maryland,
Col. Lane, and 35th Michigan, Col. Irish,

lay between the camp of the 15th and that

occupied by the other regiments of the»sd

brigade.

From this time on the history of the regi-

ment must be, in a measure, the history of

an army, for new obligations came with
these new relations. The command is no
longer an army of itself as it was when it

was the only regiment in the Northwest be-

tween the Mississippi River and the Rocky
Mountains. It must take its orders frcvn

corps, division and brigade commanders. It

must furnish brigade and division officers

of the day. It must be subject to requisition

for the staff of generals, recruiting officers,

hospital service and various other kinds of

detached duty. It must furnish details for

guard and provost duty outside its own lines.

Its various departments must make reports

to and do business through superior author-
ity. It must obtain leaves of absence and re-

port goings out and comings in to brigade
and division adjutants, and it must hunt up
and conform to a long list of orders which
were issued before it came into the camp.
Naturally the regiment experienced no little

inconvenience in adapting itself to these new
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requirements. Officers' call sounded daily,

sometimes oftener, and the sessions were oc-

casionally enlivened by a vigorous essay on

"red tape." It was not long, however, before

things fell into their places and the military

machine moved smoothly. Tents were

floored, water pipes were laid throughout the

camp and the companies once more began

their regular drills.

Anxiety about the typhoid fever was not yet

entirely relieved Besides the nine men who
had been left in Chicago, others had been

taken ill on the way and were ready for the

hospital upon arrival in camp. Four days

alter reaching Mead thirty patients had been

sent up to the division hospital, most of

whom had the typhoid symptoms. Lieut.

McMahon, of Co. "K," was prostrated by the

march to camp on Sunday morning, and a

few days later Lieut. Eckles, of Co. "G," was
obliged to go on sick report, both cases re-

sulting in protracted sieges of typhoid. Re-

ports of deaths among the men left in the

h me hospitals were coming in with a fre-

quency which quite increased the uneasiness.

It soon appeared, however, that some of

the cases now occurring were only a mild

type of malaria, and, to the great joy of

the regiment and its friends, the first week
at Camp Mead saw the last case of typhoid
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fever. This last victim was Napoleon Snapp
>

of Co."B," who went on sick report Sept. 24th.

Coming from the immigrant State of Minne-
sota,many members of the regiment now found
themselves near the old family home, and the

fever epidemic was succeeded by an epidemic
of "leaves," which resulted in the temporary
absence of a great many officers and men.
The question of selling intoxicating liquors

in the regimental grocer}r
, commonly termed

the Canteen, here came up for a decision.

Col. Leonhauser introduced the matter at

officers' meeting, calling for a free expression

of opinion, and after a frank discussion at

two sessions,the sentiment seemed so largely

against the proposition that nothing further

was heard of it. It was much to the credit of

the colonel and his officers that the enlisted

men were spared this infliction,but the favor-

able results were not so pronounced as they
would have been had surrounding regiments
been as considerate of their men, or as neigh-

borly as courtesy demands; for either in

spite of, or in ignorance of the timeH^ warn-
ing of the war department, many regimental
authorities set about preparing their com-
mands for service in the tropics b}r inoculating

them with alcohol, and the saloons establish-

ed by these regiments were as freely open to

men of other regiments as their own.

"»•

.v
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Soon after arriving at Camp Mead requisi-

tion was made on the regiment for several

officers to perform detached duty; Lieut.

Griggs of Co. "L" was made quartermaster

of the 3rd brigade and Lieut. Elliott of the

same Co. became assistant ordnance officer

on the staff of the corps commander; Lieut.

Vincent of Co. "A" was detailed for duty at

the 1st division hospital and soon after sent

to Minneapolis as recruiting officer. These
three officers were absent from the command,
virtually, during the remainder of its service.

Lieut.Rask of Co. "M" was subsequently sent

to recruit for hospital service and Lieut.Mitch-

ell of Co. "B" was also detailed on the staff

of the 3rd brigade as engineer. Surgeons Fry
and Mowers were both sent on detached ser-

vice for short periods and, while yet at Camp
Ramsey, Lieut. Hubbard of Co. "H" went
south as aid on the staff of his father, Gen.
Hubbard, and was present with the regiment
for only brief periods thereafter.

After getting settled at Camp Mead, the

regiment again began hard work in the daily

drills and for a month there was but little

variety in its life. The typhoid fever patients

in the western hospitals, after recovering
sufficiently to travel, had each received a fur-

lough of thirty days by order of the govern-
ment. These now began to return and, for
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the two months succeeding, the effective

force constantly increased.

On October 7th and 14th the regiment took

part in the corps reviews held upon the two

parade grounds near the water tanks.

In the early days of October the war de-

partment was evolving some plans, the sig-

nificance of which was soon to appear. On
the 7th an order (Gen. Order 163) was issued

directing the discontinuance of the 3rd, 5th

and 6th army corps and the rearrangement of

the 1st, 2nd and 4th. It provided further that

the troops of the 2nd corps should be trans-

ferred to the south and distributed to camps
in South Carolina, at Columbia, Greenville

and Suminerville, and in Georgia, at Athens

and Augusta. The 1st and 3rd brigades of

the 1st division were to go to the latter city.

This order was received at Camp Mead on

the 13th. It meant another move for the 15th

and one which should land it further from

home and nearer the Islands. Expectation

again had the right of way and none doubted

that they were still the sons of destin3\

But whatever might be the import of these

military movements, the country was con-

vinced thai peace had really come and a great

celebration in honor of the fact was prepar-

ing to take place, quite appropriately, in the

Quaker City on the 27th. Camp Mead was
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to be represented, but as it was impossible to

take an army, the corps commander ordered

the four Pennsylvania regiments then in

camp, and eon battalion from each of the

other commands, except the 203rd New
York. This battalion was to be made up, at

the pleasure of the commanding officer,either

by taking companies entire or by drawing
men pro rata from all of the companies. Col.

Leonhauser decided that the four companies
making the most favorable showing on par-

ade should go. When this purpose was known
the work of the companies assumed a com-
petitive nature and the daily drills displayed

unusual proficiency. For several successive

evenings previous to the 26th, Col. Leon-
hauser critically reviewed the command on

parade. The selection fell upon compan-
ies "B", "E", "F" and "L" much to the honor of

Captains Fineout, Crossfield, Brandt and Gib-

son and their respective commands. As eight

sets of fours were required to a company the

other captains enjoyed the privilege of fur-

nishing several men to fill vacancies. These
natural^ selected what they considered their

finest soldiers and when the battalion was
complete, for physical appearance and even
for superior marching, it might well try

conclusions with any body in the United
States, service. Col. Leonhauser, Lieut.
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Col. Gotzian and Adjutant Catlin ac-

companied the expedition in their official

capacity. Sergeants Stone of Co. "C" and
Otis of Co. "G" were color bearers and Corpor-

als Scarp and Solberg of the same companies
color guards. About 9 o'clock on the morn-
ing of the 26th, the battalion left camp in

heavy marching order,also in a heavy rain,and
proceeded to Camp Mead Station three miles

distant, where, soaked to the skin and cover-

ed with mud, they waited, still in the rain,

one hour for their train. A dreary ride of

seven hours brought them at last to Philadel-

phia, where, together with the Pennsylvania
regiments, they were quartered for the night

in the "sugar house," an immense wareroom
occupying a dock which extends 400 feet into

the Delaware river. The last of the three days'

rations which had been provided before leav-

ing camp were issued for supper,and a muddy
liquid, seasoned with black strap, was drawn
hot and -well flavored from recently emptied
whiskey barrels and served as coffee. The
wet, chilled men drank it eagerly and then

coiled up to spend the night as best they

could in the noise and disturbance created

by the drunken fellows who had been visit-

ing the neighboring grog shops.

Assembly sounded at 8:30 next morning,
and leaving their rendezvous soon after the
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battalion was on the move almost three hours

before it finally entered the real line of march
on Broad street. In company front the men
now marched down this magnificent thorough-

fare, forgetting all the tribulations of yester-

day in the enthusiasm inspired by splendid

decorations, swelling music, floating flags,

the measured, magnetic tramp of ten thous-

and soldiers and the ceaseless plaudits of

countless spectators; the crowds grew denser

and the applause louder every step, until they

reached the Court of Honor just in front of

the city hall, where in a beautifully decorated

and draped balcony stood President McKin-
ley surrounded by his cabinet. That mo-
ment is finely described by one of the color

sergeants, who in writing of the event to

friends said: "I shall remember the Presi-

dent's face as long as I have memory, and it is

one of the few things that I have to tell about
that I have dipped the stars and stripes to

one of our greatest presidents; the very wind
itself seemed to keep its nervous touch off

the silken folds long enough to allow them to

droop in honor of the president and when we
had passed the stand and they were again
raised to the breeze, Old Glory waived more
gloriously than ever."

Minnesota, whose gallant old 1st regiment
had won a deathless name when, at Gettys-
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burg,thirty-five years before,she threw herself

into the breach and died to check the advance

of a foe which was about to capture Phila-

delphia and lay waste the north, might well

be proud when, in this same city,her splendid

last regiment, composed in part of the sons of

the first, made its bow to the chief magis-

trate of the reunited nation.

The procession passed through the court of

honor, fell into columns of fours and marched

around several blocks when it again turned

into Broad street and resumed company front,

passing the stand where Generals Miles and

Wheeler were receiving the review, and at 4

o'clock the pageant was over.

Tired and hungry the men now looked for-

ward to a good supper and a little freedom

to see the city; but instead, they were march-

ed away to the depot and aboard their train,

their baggage thrown in to them pell-mell and

they left to scramble for their individual

blanket-rolls while the train pulled out and

carried them, supperless, back to camp. This

outrageous treatment was due to some unex-

plained blunder or negligence, as it is known
that the ladies of the city had prepared an

ample supply of choice provisions, and it is

said that cartloads were allowed to spoil. The
returning train reached Camp Mead Station

at 1:30 on the morning of the 28th, the trip
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ending with another muddy tramp into camp.
The soldier is made for war; he is not sup-

posed to enjoy the festivals of peace.

On November 2nd, by order of the presi-

dent, Gen. Graham relinquished command of

the 2nd corps, turning over the command to

Gen. Young, who since September 15th, had
been in command of the 1st division. Notice

of these changes was embodied in General

Order No. 133, 2nd army corps.

Two days later, word of a much more inter-

esting character came from Washington.

General Order, No. 176, required that the 1st

and 2nd divisions of the 2nd army corps be

held in readiness to proceed to Havana, move
ment to take place from time to time accord-

ing to future instructions. The large major-

ity of men in these two divisions probably

never heard of this order, but it is a historic

fact that the 15th was once under orders for

Cuba and the man of this command may
boast that the brief phrase "from time to

time" was the only thing that stood between
him and this long coveted distinction. But
"from time to time" is a military prestidigi-

tator; it has blasted many expectations; let us

wait and see what will come of this order.

Along the 40th parallel of latitude Novem-
ber is not a reliable month for tenting out,and

the frosty nights which visited the regiment,
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before it quit Ft. Snelling were now repeated

to warn the men that their second autumn was
ending. The quartermaster's requisitios four

the means to keep comfortable were very tar-

dily honored and the cold nights on the up-

lands caused no little suffering. It was with

great satisfaction that the troops once more
heard of the long-delayed order to move south.

Nov. 7th, Gen. Young issued orders (No. 137)

for the beginning of this movement. By a no-

ticeable coincidence]thel5th was scheduled to

leave on the 15th, as it had left Camp Snell-

ing on the 15th and as it had left its first site

at Camp Ramsey on the 15th.

While waiting its turn the 2nd battalion

was detached for provost duty, Co. "C" going
to Harrisburg, Co. "I" to the street cars run-

ning from Middletown to Harrisburg, Co. "F"
to Camp Mead Station, and Co. "G" to the

various farm houses about camp. The sol-

dier who does provost duty in a city near an
army camp is a sentinel on the very guard
line of hell, and the experience of many of

these men during their last week here will be
more vividly remembered than am- other part

of their military history.

The 15th was the last regiment to leave for

Augusta and the last but four to leave Camp
Mead. The canvas homes had nearly all dis-

appeared from the little valley, when on that
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Tuesday morning the men bid adieu to the

scenes which had become so familiar dur-

ing their two months sojourn and, picking up
their effects, marched over the hills to the

village of High Spire. Here they boarded
three trains and after a tedious ride in com-
mon day coaches via Harrisburg, Baltimore,

Washington and Richmond, reached Wheel-
ess near Augusta at 9 o'clock on the morn
ing of Thursday, November 17th.





CHAPTER VI

CAMP MACKENZIE

FIVE miles west of the old city of Au-
gusta and two miles from the beauti-

ful suburb of Summerville, with its

pretty modern residences, its stately arsenal

and winter hotel, arose the tents of Camp
Mackenzie. The situation is high, being

above the steeples of the city, but reached by
an easy grade. The ground slopes gradual-

ly east to the plain of the Savannah River,

upon which Augusta stands, and south to

the tracks of the Georgia railroad, about a

mile away, and the camp stood upon a gentle

swell, almost a plateau. The soil is sand to

the depth of twelve feet or more. At the

time of its selection for a military camp the

surface was covered with a growth of red oak
saplings, about fifteen feet in height. These
were cut down by convict labor, leaving the
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stumps to be grubbed up by the soldiers,

either as amusement for prisoners or ordi-

nary fatigue duty. When this had been done
and the surface leveled there was a single

tract of 120 acres having the appearance of a

sandy plain. Through the middle of this

tract running north and south was the

Wheeless road. On opposite sides of the

road were established the camps of the 1st

and 3rd brigades, 1st division, 2nd army
corps. The 1st brigade la}^ east of the road,

the 10th Ohio being farthest north, the 1st

land next, and the 35th Michigan, last. On
the west side lay the 3rd brigade, the loth

Minnesota being farthest north and opposite

the 10th Ohio, the 13th Pennsylvania, next,

and the 8th Pennsylvania last.

A few days after the camp was formed or-

ders were given the several commands to

move back 500 feet farther from the road,

thus making a parade ground 400 yards in

width, with the road, slightly above the gen-

eral surface, dividing it directly in the mid-

dle. A road leading to Augusta ran along
the north side of the field here described, and
upon this road, one-fourth of a mile below
the 10th Ohio, was the camp of six troops of

the 3rd U. S. Cavalry, under command of

Major Sweigart. A short distance below
this was the 1st division hospital, and oppo-
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site the hospital on a road leading to Sum-
merville were headquarters of the 1st divis-

ion. A mile from the latter and two miles

from the place assigned to the 15th were the

headquarters of Gen. Young, commander of

the 2nd corps. A small camp of the Reserve
Hospital Corps near division headquarters,

and a small camp of the Engineering Corps
near corps headquarters, with the commands
already enumerated, numbering in all about

seven thousand, made up the famous Camp
Mackenzie. The site was selected on account

of its supposed healthfulness, and in this re-

spect it may be said that the wisdom of the se-

lection was justified. It is true that jaundice

prevails to a considerable extent in this part

of Georgia, and the sallow complexions of

the residents indicate that its effects are

quite persistent. The soldiers were soon

made acquainted with it. Slight bronchial

affections were also common; but as a winter

camp it was unquestionably superior to any
locality in more northern latitudes, while
its elevation, excellent drainage and sandy
soil, drinking up so quickly the heavy winter
rains, made it one of the most desirable

camps of the south.

Here then, on Thursday, Nov. 17th, in the

extreme northwestern corner, the 15th Minn,
pitched its tents for its fourth and last camp,
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and for the most memorable events of its

history. The men from the land of ice were
not long in discovering that a southern win-

ter is not a northern picnic. Their first week
in camp made them take to their overcoats,

and this experience was, during their stay

here, many times repeated, not unfrequently

with a vigor which made them almost long

for their Minnesota homes. The first occa-

sion of interest was Thanksgiving. It was a

crisp, cool, but not uncomfortable day, and
the soldiers had their liberty, no work being
required save the necessary guard and police

duty, and there being no ceremonies except a

brief religious service held just before the

dinner. Thanksgiving is not Thanksgiving
if certain things are absent, but these things

were not absent. Turkey, cranberries and
even plum pudding abounded throughout
the camp, which, with the regular rations,

made up an extensive menu. Officers helped
to make the day home-like by taking part in

the preparations for a good meal, in some in-

stances the captains carving the turkey and
making themselves generally useful about
the kitchens and mess tents.

Up to this time the camp had been without
a name. Signs hanging on the electric cars

which ran thither read "Camp Young," but
this was never the official name, and an or-
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der (No. 143) issued from corps headquarters

on Thanksgiving Day gave it the name Mac-
kenzie, in honor of General Ranald S. Mac-
kenzie, a graduate of West Point in the class

of '62 and an officer of distinction during and
after the war of the rebellion.

All the troops ordered to this camp
were now on the ground, and corps head-

quarters had been transferred from Camp
Mead and established at Summerville. The
loth had at this time 1100 men in camp and
the return of those who had recovered

from the fever was continually increasing

the number. It was hoped that by the time

the order should come to move to Cuba the

entire command would be effective. Of
course there was now and then a discharge

granted,but the command as a whole was now
rapidly coming to its best. Nov. 29th the

regiment,in compliance with the order before

noted, moved west 500 feet, increasing the

width of the parade ground by that much and
obtaining for itself the privilege of pulling

up another 8 acres of stumps to make room for

its new camp. This was not so unpleasant a

task when thirty stalwart fellows with a rope

were converted into a stump-puller, but when
one stump was pitted against one man with
only an uns3rmpathetic mattock to assist him,

no encouragement from loud hurrahs, no en-
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thusiasm of numbers, it was without attrac-

tions.

All the old tents had been condemned and
about this time the new issue began to ar-

rive. These were of improved pattern, those

for the officers especially being made much
higher than the old, and fitted over sub-

stantial frames. Those for the men were ar-

ranged in suites of three, the middle one be-

ing intended for the accomodation of a stove

and the two end ones being floored and fur-

nished for bed-rooms. The objectionable

feature of the whole issue was the color of

the canvas, it being so dark as to render it

impossible to read or write when the tent was
closed as it must be in cold weather. Many
of the officers met the difficulty by inventing

windows of various patterns, ripping or cut-

ting the canvas to suit their convenience.

It soon began to appear that the troops

might remain here much longer than was at

first expected. Extensive improvements were
planned. Water pipes were laid throughout
the entire camp; electric lights and tele-

phones were put in; the old mess tents were
supplanted by substantial frame halls; per-

manent kitchens with large brick ovens were
built, bath-rooms were erected; the barns

roofed and the tents supplied with stoves. It

was difficult to see the grim visage of war
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through all these appointments and a strong

suspicion arose that this was to be something
more than a short stop on the way to Cuba.
But many were still offering wagers that the

regiment would be in Havana before the 1st

of January.
General S. S. Sumner had been assigned to

the command of the 1st division, 2nd army
corps by special order from the adjutant gen-

eral's office (No. 283) dated Dec. 1st. He re-

ported in camp Dec. 17th, and took command
of the division, thus relieving Gen. Gobin who
resumed command of the 3rd brigade.

On Monday, Dec. 19th, President McKinley
paid a visit to Augusta and the troops at

Camp Mackenzie took a prominent part in

the ceremonies which had been planned for

the day. Orders had been issued for a re-

view of the six infantry regiments, to occur
in the forenoon at Augusta. The two brigades

left camp about 9 o'clock, marching to the

city by way of the road which ran past the

division hospital. A rain setting in about
the time they reached Augusta lent re-

freshing variety to the occasion. Passing
down Green street the column crossed to

Broad and turning north marched by the re-

viewing stand which had been erected in

front of the Dyer building, and where Gen.
Young received the review. They returned
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by way of Summerville. On this review the

15th won special mention from the reviewing

officer and also much favorable comment
from the press and general public on account

of the splendid physique of its men and its

excellent marching. One paper called atten-

tion to the "large number of men" turned out

by this regiment, when, as a matter of fact,

the number was limited by order to so many
sets of fours to each command; so the num-
ber in the 15th was the same as that of each
of its competitors, the seeming superiority in

number being due to the size of the indivi-

dual men and the observance of the proper

distance in marching. In the afternoon the

entire body of troops again turned out to re-

ceive the president whose train was sched-
uled to arrive at Wheeless Station, a mile

away, at 3 o'cloek. On this occasion Col.

Leonhauser had, for the first and last time,

his entire commissioned staff. The two bri-

gades were drawn up on either side of and
facing the road. The presidential party in

carriages and escorted by the 3rd cavalry
passed up the road, the several commands
coming to a present arms as the distinguished
guests swept by. This momentary ceremony
constituted the soldier's part in the great
event, he not being permitted even to turn his

head to see the procession as it came or went.
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The Colonels fell in behind the carriages to fol-

low them to the city and formally meet the

president, the companies were marched t>ack

to their streets, and the celebrated function

was at an end.

Christmas was coming, and rumors were
also coming as usual, of the prospective visit

of St. Nicholas from the regions of the north.

All were hoping that the order to proceed to

Cuba would now be deferred until after Dec.

25th. This wish was gratified. Preparations

for the annual festival, both at home and
abroad, went on unmolested. For the Minne-
sota boys it was a novel Christmas. The snow
and ice, which had never before failed, did

not come this year. The temperature was
mild and the camp had the appearance of a

miniature northern town in midsummer. In
the open courts and down the company
streets had been planted young pine trees,

Spanish daggers and other evergreens which
were so abundant in the neighboring woods.
Elaborate arches and other designs were
reared at the entrance to the streets and pat-

terns unique and beautiful were wrought in

the sand in front of tents, with berries, pine-

cones and little green plants. Mess halls were
decorated with long, hanging ropes of ever-

green. It had been announced that the Aux-
iliaries and numerous friends at home were
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preparing boxes of uniform size and similar

content to be sent to each member of the

regiment. The little tin treasure houses,

about 1200 in number and weighing in the

aggregate more than 5000 pounds, arrived

by special car during the week and were

brought to camp in wagons sent for the pur-

pose. On Saturday evening the men were

called into their company mess halls where

these tokens of home affection were distrib-

uted, and the delight and merry-making well

recalled the Christmas Eves of yore. Christ-

mas day (Sunday) was appropriately observed

by religious services held in the mess hall of

Co. "E," which was the Church for the win-

ter. The attendance was large and the in-

terest was increased by the presence of a

band of colored singers from Paine Institute,

a school, for the education of young people of

this race, located in Augusta.
The Christmas dinner, like that of Thanks-

giving, partook of the nature of a banquet

rather than the proverbial hard fare of the

soldier. Col. Leonhauser, who was always

considerate and disposed to liberality in mat-

ters of recreation, had ordered that the passes

should be unlimited, and after all had eaten

to satiety, a great majority of the men left

camp for a visit to the City or a stroll along

the roads and through the woods about
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Mackenzie. Holiday week was chiefly no-

ticeable for heavy mails and a fine review of

all the troops in the camp, held on the 29th

(Thursday) by Gen. Young, accompanied by
Gen. Sumner.
The end of the year had now come. The

last six months had witnessed the or-

ganization and development of the regi-

ment from the rough, undisciplined material

which gathered from the woods, prairies and
towns of Minnesota in early July. It may be

safely said that the commanding officer and
his associates felt much satisfaction in the

results. The camp contained a body of strong,

intelligent, well-disciplined soldiers whose
record for deportment was exceptionally

good, and who had not been found wanting
in any place where they had as yet been
tested.

The men of the command likewise felt

that the six months' experience had been of

much value to them. They had learned facts,

seen sights, formed friendships with which
they would not willingly part.

No one expected at this date to see any ac-

tual warfare, yet it is certain that the average
man of the command still wanted to see ser-

vice in a foreign country. The war depart-

ment had on Dec. 22nd ordered the muster-

ing out of 50,000 volunteers, but it was not

OQ-i 01QA
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thought that the 15th would be included in

the number. The policy of the government
to muster out troops as soon as it became ev-

ident that they would not be needed was
well known. The administration was not

deluding these regiments with false hopes.

They were kept waiting here simply because
the president and secretary of war were kept
waiting. But at this time it seemed that

there would be need of a considerably larger

force in Cuba, and the 15th went on hoping.

Eighteen-ninety-eight went out with song
and dance in the mess halls where the men
were wont to meet in the evening for such
amusement. The day was warm, almost sul-

tr}", and a thunderstorm at midnight ushered
in the new year and brought a blustering cold

New Year's Day. The winter here, as every-

where in the country, proved to be one of ex-

traordinary severity. Ice and snow were no
uncommon sights in Camp Mackenzie, but
the precipitation was chiefly in the form of

rain, and the six weeks following the first of

January was a season of frequent and heavy
falls. This constantly recurring inclemency
caused the suspension of drills and reviews
during a great part of the time. The soldiers

thus enjoyed much leisure and a very
large correspondence was maintained be-

tween them and friends at home. But these
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were not the only social relations which they

cultivated. The opportunity to become ac-

quainted with social conditions in the south-

land was by no means neglected. Unfortu-

nately, too many were content to become ac-

quainted with the worst elements, seeking

the society of negroes of the lowest class, or

of whites who were no better; but these were,

after all, the exceptions which are always

found among a body of soldiers. On the oth-

er hand, there was a large proportion of of-

ficers and men who mingled freely with the

better classes of southern society and were
cordially welcomed there. Entertainments

in Augusta were almost countless, and the

soldier patronage was a necessity to their

life. The general business interests of the

southern cities lying near military camps
had a marked revival during this winter.

The easy-going indifference of the business

classes was, indeed, a curiosity and even a dis-

gust to these northern stalwarts whose whole
lives are best described by the word "hustle."

But even the sleepy southerner saw his op-

portunity to make money off the soldiers and
was not always slow in improving it. The
churches as much as any institutions in the

south were alive to the advantage of having
the soldiers among them and, by reason of

these social and semi-social relations, many
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intimacies sprang up between citizen and
soldier which were, for the time at least,

most pleasing to note. The citizens were
certainly not to blame for wanting the sol-

diers' money, and the soldiers who were such
willing victims are the last men who ought
to complain. There was occasional com-
plaint on the part of officers that there

was here a petty inner circle to which they
were not admitted, but the same complaint
might be urged, and perhaps by the same
parties, in St. Paul or elsewhere, for there is

scarcely a city, town or village in the land

which does not have its petty aristocracy. It

would be untruthful to deny that prejudice

existed on both sides. The southerners pre-

ferred southern ways and southern soldiers

and could not help showing it. The north-

erners were just as decided in their prefer-

ences. A young lady at a review was over-

heard saying, "Theah is moah music in one
bah of Dixie than in the whole of Mahching
through Geohgia." This little jest repre-

sented a real vein of feeling which ran through
even the young generation, and which, when
stirred up, was capable of producing trouble.

The spirit of the average southerner toward
the negro and the issues of the civil war has

in it yet much of the old-time injustice and
rancor, but he is more averse to discussing
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these matters than the northerner, and as

long as they are left out of the conversation,

the southern people are very much like oth-

er people—good, bad and predominantly
medium.
Early in January the old rifles were ex-

changed for new Krag-Jorgensens and about
the same time an order came forbidding the

issue of leaves of absence to officers except in

extreme cases and stipulating that if, at the

expiration of their leave, the regiment was in

a foreign country, they should rejoin at their

own expense. Expectation was once more
in the saddle. The whole division was still

under the general order (173) which directed

it to be in readiness to proceed to Havana,
and these facts taken together afforded good
grounds for believing that within a few days
the 15th would go down to the sea. But the

days wore away and nothing further came.
Gen. Sumner ordered the cultivating of ath-

letic sports as a means of diversion and for a

time the greatest interest was taken in these
events. Contests of various kinds were
arranged for each Saturday and much of the

week was consumed in preparation. Base-
ball, both indoor and outdoor, became a craze.

Upon the parade ground and in every com-
pany street the big, unwieldy indoor ball

was being beaten about to the accompani-
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mentof loud shouts and vigorous expletives.

A practice march of eight miles into the

country was another of the pleasant occur-

rences of this time. But the volunteer sol-

dier is not long content with merely playing

soldier. Life with him has a serious side and
when recess is over he feels that he ought to

be doing something. Long delay once more
brought restlessness. Twelve petitions, circu-

lated among the twelve companies and very

generally signed by the enlisted men, prayed
for the muster-out of the regiment. These
were forwarded to Washington, where a vast

pressure was already being exerted by
friends at home to secure the muster-out of

this and other commands. There was in this

act no slightest thought of disrespect for au-

thority. These same men would have voted

on the same day to stay had it been shown
that the service needed them. It was simply
their way of sa}ring "If there is nothing for

us to do we prefer to go home."
They were obedient to the call of duty, as

they had ever been, and up to this time no
regiment could have exhibited a more manly
deference to its officers than had the 15th

Minnesota.

The tragedy which next befell came like

lightning from a cloudless sky.



CHAPTER VII.

MURDER AND MUTINY.

ABOUT 4 o'clock Saturday evening, Feb.

4th, Dennis F. O'Connell, a private of

Co."F," with his brotherJames and two
other companions, Hogan Olson and Martin
Purcell, entered a grocery and saloon at 2040

Broad street, Augusta. The district here is

called Harrisburg, being a little beyond the

actual limits of the city. The place was kept

by one Brown Hadley a well-known character

in the neighborhood. Three of the party had
been drinking and were boisterous. The
fourth, James O'Connell, who was sober,

was trying to conduct them to camp without
trouble. They called for drinks, which were
served by a boy in Hadley's employ, and
while at the bar they indulged in some loud

talk and laughter, when Hadley, who was in

the front room, came through the door and
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tried to quiet them. While standing thus on
opposite sides of the bar Hadley and Dennis
O'Connell became involved in a quarrel.

James O'Connell tried to quell the disturb-

ance by telling Hadley to leave the room and
he would get his brother out. Dennis used

an opprobrious epithet, when Hadley, quick-

ly drawing a revolver, fired, and the soldier,

clapping both hands to his breast, fell dead.

Hadley passed into the back yard, and
mounting a horse made his escape from the

city. When the news reached camp it

created intense excitement. O'Connell had
borne an excellent reputation, among both

officers and men. Quiet, good-natured and
accommodating, as well as faithful to his du-

ties, he had won the esteem of his fellow sol-

diers, and was regarded as one of the last

men who would get into trouble. It was not
even known by many of his intimate associ-

ates that he ever became intoxicated. The
conclusion was natural, therefore, that this

was a cold-blooded murder, and the shock
caused by his death was speedily followed by
a storm of indignation. As news of the
shooting spread through camp men from
other companies hurried to "F" street and the
incident was discussed with great energy.
As is usual on such occasions many imma-
ture opinions were expressed. It was de-
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clared that the citizens of Augusta were prej-

udiced against the soldiers; that they cared

only for their money; that it was the south-

ern way to shoot a man down upon the

slightest excuse, and that this murderer
would never be brought to justice.

In less than an hour after the message was
telephoned to camp a crowd had gathered in

front of Captain Brandt's tent talking loudly

of revenge. Col. Leonhauser, who had been

out of camp during the day, returned about

seven o'clock, and seeing this crowd in "F"
street sent an orderly to inquire the cause.

Word was brought back that a man of that

company had been murdered down town, and
at the same time the crowd, now number-
ing about 300, moved up in front of the colo-

nel's quarters and called for him to address

them. The colonel thereupon sent word that

he would not publicly address them, but

would speak with a few men whom they

might choose. Accordingly, a few repre-

sentatives from the crowd went into the col-

onel's tent, and, after a brief interview, they

were sent back to say that the colonel would
do all in his power to see that justice was
done, and to order the crowd, in his name, to

disperse. Captain Gibson, who was officer

of the day. Captain Crossfield, brigade officer

of the day, and Lieut. Haley, officer of the
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guard, also ordered the men to return to

their companies, and, although many exhib-

ited reluctance to obey and some even pro-

tested that they would not, they all finally

retired. But they were in no mood to remain
quiet. Shortly before 9 o'clock a large num-
ber again collected, and about 150 proceeding

east broke through the guard line and started

toward the city with the avowed purpose of

capturing the murderer. Officer Haley hear-

ing of this hastened in pursuit, overtaking

them when they had gone one-fourth the dis-

tance to the Wheeless road. After thrice in-

ducing them to halt and listen to him, all

were again prevailed upon to return to camp.
Soon after came the call to quarters; the men
quietly retired, and an hour later the camp
was reposing as peacefully as if it had never
known a moment's excitement. When news
of the tragedy first reached camp, Major
Hand, Captain Brandt and Chaplain Turner
hastened down town, and going directly to

police headquarters, held a consultation with
the constabulary. Later Captains Bond and
Spicer, who had been dispatched by Col.

Leonhauser, arrived at the same place. The
authorities expressed themselves as anxious
to apprehend the criminal and apparently

set about in good faith to do so. These of-

ficers returned to camp about midnight and
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reported to Col. Leonhauser whom they
found in consultation with several of his cap-

tains and lieutenants upon the situation.

The opinion was generally expressed by com-
pany commanders and others that there

would be no further demonstration of the
men, at least until the following night. At
a late hour the conference broke up and the
colonel retired.

Sunday morning (February 5th) broke dark
and rainy, a heavy shower falling before mess
call, followed by light sprinkles during all

the early hours of the day. Breakfast at of-

ficers' messes, which usually occurred at 7:15

to 8, was late, and this over, guard mount
was somewhat hastily dispatched, on ac-

count of the threatening weather. The camp
routine went on languidly. Col. Leonhauser
had been called the day before by Gen. Sum-
ner for a consultation upon some question
connected with the provost service. He left

his tent, dismounted, about half past nine for

a visit to division headquarters, a mile away.
The occurrences of the previous evening were
by no means forgotten. O'Connell's death
was the main theme of conversation in the

camp. Considerable restlessness was notice-

able in "F" street, where small groups were
seen here and there engaged in earnest con-

versation, but an officer who visited the
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street and talked with the men three times

during the morning observed nothing more
than the curiosity to hear particulars common
to such affairs.

Captain Brandt was preparing to attend

the inquest upon O'Connell's body, which
was set for eleven o'clock and about twenty
of his company had applied for passes to go
down town. A rumor, apparently set in cir-

culation by a newsboy, had gone through the

camp that Hadley had been arrested and
lodged in jail in Augusta. There was some
bantering among the men, more or less seri-

ous, to begin another movement, and taunts

of cowardice from companions and men who
had come over from other regiments. At
one time a number of men began falling in

ranks but, there being no leader and no very
definite purpose, they broke up and their

more staid fellows looked upon it as merely
an instance of that bravado so common
among the soldiers. No commissioned of-

ficer seems to have noted anything save what
might be seen any day in the company
streets. At 10 o'clock a heavy down-pour of

rain drove everybody under shelter, but the

water was quickly absorbed by the sand and
in half an hour the streets were again alive

with men. At 10:40 a company was once
more seen forming in "F" street. The men
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were hurrying together with guns and bayo-

nets, most of them coming from the tents

near by, but some from other companies. A
moment later Peter Foley, a private of Co.

"F," who had apparently assumed leadership,

gave the order "fours right" and the men,
numbering something over a hundred,

marched out of the street, flanked and fol-

lowed b}^ a great crowd of curious spectators.

Lieut.-Col. Gotzian, who had left camp on
Saturday evening, had not yet returned, and
Major Hand was in command. He saw the

column as it marched by the officers' tents

going south-east, and at once suspected mis-

chief. Judging from the direction they took,

he inferred that they had designs upon the

ammunition stored in the commissary build-

ing, and at once hastened thither, followed by
Lieut. Haley, Adjutant Catlin and other of-

ficers who happened to be near. He over-

took the men just as the order "fours right"

was again given to bring them in front

of the door. Major Hand commanded
"fours left," but the latter order was disre-

garded and the two ranks halted in an irreg-

ular line about fifteen paces from the door of

the commissa^. Major Hand stepped in

front of the men and ordered them to retire.

Not a man stirred except Foley, who ad-

vanced and made an answer, the purport of
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which was" that they had come to secure a

supply of ball cartridges and go in quest of

the man who had killed Dennis O'Connell.

At this time Co.'s "B" and "K" were on pro-

vost duty in Augusta and with them were
Captains Fineout and Leonard and Lieuten-

ants McMahon, Bookstaver, Schroeder and
Eckles. Other officers were absent for var-

ious reasons, so that the actual number of

commissioned officers in camp, including

surgeons and chaplain, did not exceed 31.

News of the uprising now flew through the

camp and the whole regiment rushed toward
the commissary; the great majority of the

commissioned and a few of the non-commis-
sioned officers pushed through the crowd and
joined Major Hand. Chaplain Turner
mounting a box, briefly exhorted the men in

ranks, warning them to desist from such a

hopeless and dangerous course. Captain
Barrows, officer of the day, seeing the com-
motion, ran up from the guard house to in-

quire the meaning. He took in the situation

and asked Major Hand if he should order up
the guard; receiving the assent of that officer

he returned with all speed toward the guard
house. Captain Nelson came from the hospi-

tal,wherehehad been lyingsick for a few days,

and began a vigorous exposulation with his

men, half commanding, half, exhorting them
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to come out of the ranks. Many other officers

were similarly engaged and, under these eff-

orts, men were constantly falling out and slip-

ping back to their streets. But others were

becoming more determined and,crying "don't

let them talk you out of it," they pushed up
nearer the door. The unarmed crowd pressed

densely on every hand,looking with intense in-

terest upon the scene and expressions of sym-
pathy were occasionally heard saying "this or

that regiment is with you." Foley shouted

"well boys we'll have to go in and take this am-
munition,"and a number from the ranks moved
out toward the door. All was uproar and con-

fusion. Officers had been arriving and armed
men gradually working nearer until the entire

space in front of the door was filled with an
arguing gesticulation threatening mass. Ma-
jor Hand, pushing off a man who advanced
toward him stepped back and stationed him-
self near the door and beside him stood sev-

eral officers. Lieut. Tenney and Corporal

Sloane had mounted the steps and placed

their backs against the door; the presence

thereof these officers tended rather to exasper-

ate the mob. One man, Patrick Cahill, climb-

ed upon a box beside the door and struck

Sloane with the butt of his rifle. He was then

seized, pulled from the steps and handed
roughly back through the crowd. Tenney was
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also struck and thrown from his place,falling

toward the earth but was protected by some of

his fellow officers. Two other officers were
struck,either accidently or purposely,at about
this time. Major Hand was thrust aside, his

arms being bruised in the struggle. The
most critical moment in the history of the

15th was at hand. Some of the officers were
armed with loaded revolvers but no weapon
was shown. Employes of the commissary
were seized and pitched out of the way and,

applying bayonets and rifle butts to the door,

the mutineers burst it open amid cheers

from their associates. The leaders now en-

tered, secured the cartridges and distributed

them to the men outside and at precisely

eleven o'clock the deed was consummated.
Where all this time was the guard for

which Captain Barrows had hurried away?
There were little over a dozen men available

but Lieut. Edwards who was officer of the

guard, had collected these and advanced to

within about 200 feet of the commissary
when they were halted by command of Lieut.

Col. Gotzian who had just come into camp;
Col. Gotzian remarking to Captain Barrows
that they could do no good now.
At the hight of the trouble, Lieut. Catlin

had rushed to the telephone and calling up
Col. Leonhanser at division headquarters in-
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formed him of the uprising. Hurrying forth

the colonel came as rapidly as possible to

the camp. He was too late! He met the column
after it had shouldered arms and marched
half way to the Wheeless road. Lifting his

hand he bade the men halt. They stopped,

and a glance at the ball cartridges was suffi-

cient to advise him that his appeal must
now be to reason rather than authority.

The colonel and mutinous band were at

once surrounded by a great crowd of un-

armed men, and officers and all listened

quite respectfully while, in tone and man-
ner indicating most intense solicitude, he

addressed the law-breakers. He declared

that the mission of the soldier is the ob-

servance and enforcement of law rather

than its violation,the very essence of the mil

itary s3Tstem being obedience to authority.

Moreover they were citizens as well as sold-

iers. He would not believe that any member of

the command was here merely for the paltry

fifteen dollars and sixty cents he was getting

out of it. He was not indifferent to their

grievances in this case, having just come,

breathless, from a consultation with the gen-

eral upon the subject and having the assur-

ance that the civil authorities were making
a sincere effort to secure the punishment of

the criminal. He was a soldier by profession
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and stood ready to lead them anywhere that

duty called but this act, persisted in, would
be a vote of no confidence in him. Their
deed had already amounted to mutiny,the pen-

alty for which is death. He was older than they

old enough to be the father of many of them,
and they should be admonished by those of

more experience. He closed with an appeal
to the older, cooler heads among them to stop

and think, as the column was now beginning
to move on toward the road, and then gave a

peremptory order to all to return to camp.
This address, which appealed at once to

their loyalty as soldiers, their patriotism as

citizens, their personal regard for their com-
mander and their fear of consequences, well

illustrates with what true eloquence a man
unaccustomed to public utterance may speak
when under the stress of a great crisis. Dur-
ing its delivery a few fell out of ranks and went
back to camp but Foley was engaged in dis-

tributing cartridges from a carton which he
held in his hand, and toward the close some
expressions of impatience were heard as the

armed men, now 67 in number, shouldered
their rifles and resumed their march. Reach-
ing the Wheeless road the}^ turned north and
crossed the Augusta road; then, heading to-

ward Summerville, they broke into double
time and disappeared among the oak shrub-
bery.
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Proceeding to camp, Colonel Leonhauser
now ordered out companies "L"and "H". Put-
ting them under command of Captains Gib-
son and Bond respectively, and arming them,
he gave the whole in charge of Major Hand,
ordering him to conduct his command down
town by the quickest possible means and en-

deavor to intercept the mutineers. March-
ing across the parade ground, Major Hand
took possession of two street cars on the

nearest track and proceeded to Augusta.
Meanwhile news of the outbreak had been

communicated to the surrounding com-
mands. Before meeting the crowd upon the

parade ground, Col. Leonhauser had met Ad-
jutant Catlin, whom he dispatched to divis-

ion headquarters with a report of the up-

rising. Lieut. Col. Gotzian had already sent

Lieut. Tenney to the camp of the 3rd Cavalr}T

with a request for assistance. Before the in-

corrigibles had fairly gotten out of sight stir-

ring scenes were witnessed in the cavalry

camp. The veterans of Santiago had scented

the prospect of another "scrap" and were
buckling up for the encounter. At the call

of the bugle they galloped into line, forming
in successive troops. At another bugle blast,

with carbines out and ready for action, they

dashed across the road, and, deploying on the

north side, went scouring through the wood
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in pursuit of the mutineers. These heard

them as they came crashing through the

brush, and knew what it meant. A moment
later and the cavalry was upon them. Com-
ing up in three divisions, the pursued were

all at once hemmed in on the right, in front

and rear, while their left was obstructed by
the high board fence which ran along the

south side of the arsenal. Lieut. Haley,

who had followed with the men and contin-

ued entreating them to return, now came
forward to say that they had all consented to

go back and if not disturbed for a few min-

utes would return peaceably. Captain Mor-

gan, in command of the cavalry, replied that

they must surrender at once and without

parley. He then ordered them to fall in line,

which they did. They were marched back to

their camp under the escort of the cavalry,

where their names were taken and their

arms deposited, after which they were taken

to division headquarters and placed under

guard. Foley and Kelley, of Co. "F," and
Williams, of Co. "L," were put in irons and

confined in cells in the guard house of the

35th Michigan. The non-commissioned of-

ficers were sent to the guard house of the 3rd

cavalry, and six others to the guard house of

the 10th Ohio.

All the commands had been ordered under
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arms, and a detachment of cavalry sent down
town. An order now came from Gen. Sum-
ner that all soldiers except those on provost

duty, should return to camp, and the cavalry

in the city, together with the two companies
under Major Hand, were charged with its

enforcement. They scoured the city, picking

up every man in uniform except those who
wore the big tin star of the provost, and at 2

o'clock, with the exception of the two com-
panies thus employed, the gates of Camp
Mackenzie had closed upon every soldier.

Thus ended the most momentous episode
in the annals of the loth.





CHAPTER VIM

WHO WAS TO BLAME?

]X the present chapter the writer proposes

to consider, dispassionately, the question

of responsibility for the grave breach of

discipline just related. And it is first desir-

able to notice the character of the men who
incited and joined in the movement. Here
some surprising facts appear. These men
were not of the criminal class nor even of the

class who had a guard house record. A few
of them did not have the reputation of good
soldiers, as that term is used in camp, and
perhaps three or four might be classed as

"Crooks" or "Cranks" but by far the greater

number never missed a roll call, nor neglect-

ed a duty in the common run of camp life.

Many were thoughtless and easily led and
not a few were afraid of the ridicule which
they would have to face if they failed to join
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the venture or if they forsook it after having
once started. Foley, the man who passed as

leader, was a man of ordinary ability, and no
discreditable record. Considered as a whole
they represented neither the highest nor the

lowest elements of the command. They were
men with about an average record and a lit-

tle less than average intelligence.

Of the magnitude of their offense, as it is

regarded in military circles, they had a most
inadequate idea. Doubtless they had all

heard the articles of war read by some of their

officers and had listened as men usually lis-

ten to a perfunctory performance. They knew
it was their duty to obey their officers, but
hardly one in ten of the men who fell in line

that morning could have denned the word
mutiny or named the penalty for the insub-

ordination of which they were finally guilty.

They indeed set out with no deliberate pur-

pose to disobey their officers. This disobedi-

ence, although in the end quite positive, was
only incidental to their main undertaking.

The worst of them would have avoided any
disrespectful deportment toward their officers

could they have slipped by and obtained the

ammunition without it. They were thinking

of the murder and feeling that their act, al-

though not regular, was not monstrous and
their animus toward the miserable slayer of
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one of their comrades, is easily understood
and easily excused. It cannot for a moment
be maintained that their misdeed should be
overlooked on account of such facts, but it

would be manifest injustice to them to leave

these extenuating considerations out of the

account. One other fact, which bears alike

upon the case of the men and the officers, de-

serves notice, and that is the impossibility

of estimating the real size of the movement.
From the crowds which had gathered the

previous evening, and from the loose declar-

ations which they had heard throughout the

camp, these men might have easily believed

that, when they had once made a determined
effort, they would be backed by almost the
entire regiment and even by other regiments
in camp, and it has never yet been deter-

mined, nor cani't ever be, just how many did

secretly sympathize with them, or how many
might have taken their side had a conflict

between officers and men occurred.

But the responsibility of the officers in

this case is the question which has precipi-

tated a wride and bitter discussion in army
circles and throughout the state from which
this regiment came. In an order subse-

quently issued by General Young, an account
of wThich will be given in its appropriate

place, after suggesting that some of the men
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concerned in this mutiny ought to have been
shot, he went on to speak of the offices as fol-

lows :

"The deplorable inefficiency, incapacity,

weakness and timidity exhibited by nearly

all those commissioned officers present at

the disgraceful and violent outbreak in the

camp of the 15th Minnesota Infantry on Feb-

ruary 4th and 5th, 1899, is incredible except on

the abundant sworn testimony of said officers

themselves,which testimony pervades the rec-

ords of all the cases promulgated in para-

graph T. Every officer present with the reg-

iment including all the field officers must
have known the night of the 4th that a mu-
tiny had actually broken out in camp tliat

evening, and although checked for the time

being the men were still in an excited and
dangerous mood. Under such conditions

each such officer should have armed himself

and kept up a vigilant and unremitting watch
on the movements, behavior and temper of

his men. But instead of this and despite the

whole night of warning, when the outbreak

was renewed next morning only two or three

of the officers who observed it were armed,

no ammunition had been issued to the guard,

nor had the guard been strengthened, and al-

though the armed mutineers numbered not

more than about one hundred men and were
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without ammunition, yet of ten or twelve
commissioned officers present not one op-

posed any effective force to the attack on
the ammunition store house, nor, indeed, at

any other time. These ten or twelve officers

stood there expostulating, exhorting, plead-

ing, but not one attempted to shoot or fell the

two or three leading men who only were ac-

tually breaking in the store house door, and
this attack succeeding and the men having
taken all the ball cartridges they desired, all

authority in the camp seemed paralyzed with
fear and the armed squad(for many had fallen

away) was permitted to march out of camp
without the least show of resistance and go
on its murderous and defiant errand. These
are merely the salient facts, but these court-

martial records are filled with astonishing

details of incapacity on the part of the offi-

cers, details only incidentally elicited, too, for

no commissioned officer was by the respon-

sible officer brought to trial. These sworn
details are, it is thought, enough to dismiss

a number of the officers of the regiment, and
in two cases it is believed, a court-martial

would have awarded the extreme penalty of

the law. Finally the order from superior au-

thority requiring the immediate muster out

of this regiment, is all that precludes the

bringing before a court martial those officers
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who during the mutinous outbreak, proved
themselves thus recreant and it is with pro-

found regret that the corps commander finds

himself thus constrained to punish enlisted

men while through circumstances beyond his

control, certain officers unworthy of the corn-

commissions they hold are permitted to go
home with a clean record."

According to this order, it was the opinion

of Gen. Young that,

1st. General Sumner, the responsible of-

ficer referred to, had failed to do his duty in not

court-martialing some of the commissioned
officers.

2d. The court-martial had failed to do its

duty in not sentencing some of the men to.be

shot.

3d. The officers should have attempted to

knock or shoot down the men advancing
upon the store house.

4th. Some of the officers, he does not say
who, should be shot.

5th. Nearly all the officers, he does not say

who are excepted, exhibited deplorable ineffi-

ciency, incapacity, weakness and timidity.

General Young's opinion was met by the

opinion of the condemned officers and others,

who believed him to be extreme, undiscrimin-
ating and untruthful, both in statement of

fact and in imputation. They felt that such
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censure, based confessedly upon incidental

evidence where they w^ere given no opportu-

nity to be heard in their own behalf, was
highly unjust, and to rest under such charges

and insinuations from an official source with

no privilege of reply seemed very little like

bearing a "clean record."

These different views deserve candid con-

sideration. It had never before been inti-

mated to the officers of the 15th that they

were generally inferior to the officers of other

volunteer commands. As far as could be

seen, they were at least an average. It is

difficult to believe that these captains and
lieutenants, most of them middle-aged, ex-

perienced men of affairs, occupying prominent
positions and held in high esteem at home,
known to be men of intelligence and always

supposed to be men of courage, and having a

reasonably good knowledge of military af-

fairs, were really a band of incapable, timid

weaklings. It is impossible to give charac-

ter sketches of the line officers, but no one

who knew them would believe them worthy
of a general charge of inefficiency and inca-

pacity. In accordance with the plan of this

narrative, something more personal will be

said in this chapter of the field and staff of-

ficers concerned.

F. M. Catlin, regimental adjutant, was a
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man in mid-life, with a well-disciplined mind
and large experience with men and business
affairs. In his profession he was much in-

clined to misanthropy and occasionally
talked loudly of the need of severer discip-

line, but his practice was better than his the-

ory, and in both official and social relations

he was considerate and even generous. The
exacting duties of his office were met with
commendable fidelity. The part which he
took in this particular instance has already
been told.

Paul H. Gotzian, lieutenant-colonel, began
his career as an officer of the 15th with a

fidelity to duty and an evident enjoyment in

his workwhicn promised an excellent record.

This promise was doomed to a painful disap-

pointment. With natural abilities and
social powers which might have made
him the most popular officer in the regi-

ment, he united a coarseness of man-
ners, which compromised the better elements
of his nature. Loving to exercise authority

and apparently unaccustomed to its re-

straints, he was domineering when he could

command and sullen when he had to obey.

To these unfortunate traits were added
the capricious effects of habitual intox-

ication. All this transformed what ought
to have been popularity into contempt
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and left him with little influence. He
reached the scene of action on this occasion

about the time the store house was broken

in, but took no prominent part beyond what
has been related.

D. H. Hand, senior major, who at the time

of this outbreak was in the position of great-

est responsibility, was the very man, who
next to the colonel, would have been se-

lected to meet such a crisis. He seemed to pos-

sess all the instincts and temperament of the

soldier. He was quiet, composed, observing

and thoughtful; quick to recognize a situa-

tion and prompt to find an expedient. He
was familiar with tactics and regulations

and instant to detect and punish violations of

discipline. He also possessed peculiar

knowledge of the troublesome elements in

camp, having been the police officer for many
months. It is not surprising that a superior

officer should have regarded the camp safe

when he was in command. His failure to

successfully meet this emergency was a little

surprising to his friends.

The fact is, Major Hand and other officers

with him made the mistake of believing that

this uprising would be suppressed without

any show of force; he further believed that a

resort to force was not only unnecessary but

in danger of defeating the very object
9
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in view. When he became convinced of this

mistake it was too late to correct it. One
who saw the conditions as they actually

existed can readily understand this state-

ment. When the men first appeared
at the door of the commissary the officers

who met them there were so impressed with
the foolishness of their proposition that it

seemed to them very little reasoning would
suffice to convince them of its futility. More-
over the men themselves hesitated about
their project and, at the instance of their of-

ficers, many did fall away. But meanwhile
the officers and men, almost imperceptibly,

became so mingled and all so densely sur-

rounded by innocent on-lookers, that the
firing of a shot was in danger of killing three

friends, where it might kill one enemy. To
a man who viewed the spectacle at the dis-

tance of two miles and on paper, it might
seem easy to shoot the "two or three leading
men who were breaking in the store house
door," but to one who was on the ground and
saw things as they were, such an attempt
would have savored of lunacy.

Had Major Hand at first called about him
such officers as Captains Crossfield, Bond,
Brandt and Gilmore and Lieutenants Catlin
and Haley, who should have ranged them-
selves in front of the door and drawn their
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revolvers, it is quite probable that the move-
ment upon the store house would have been
frustrated. He may have made a mistake in

not doing so; opinions may justly differ here;

but in any event it is difficult to censure

them because they did not instantly think of

shooting men when they thought there was
no necessity for it.

In making up our estimate of the conduct

of these officers it is to be remembered that

they were not facing a gang of foreign out-

laws who had come to blow open their safes

and carry off their treasure. The}^ were look-

ing into the eyes of men whom they had re-

spected as fellow citizens and fellow soldiers;

they probably saw in those ranks young men
whom they had known from childhood; boys

who had been given into their care as fath-

ers, and whose parents were their neighbors

and life-long friends, and to expect them to

thrust . loaded revolvers into the faces of

those men, is to expect an act neither brave

nor humane. Had Major Hand been wise

enough to foresee that milder measures would
fail, had he been skillful enough to shoot

down three or four leaders without endang-

ering the lives of scores of innocent men, and
had he done this without bringing about a

bloody riot in which hundreds would have

become involved and indiscriminate slaught-
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er resulted, his course might have met the

approval of this reviewing officer; but it is

yet to be proven that, everything considered,

his course was not the most fortunate that

could have been adopted. Maybe it were
better, after making a positive and vigorous
protest and finding the odds against them,
to permit these men to take the ammunition,
trusting to other means, which were known
to be available to arrest the results, than to

ask volunteer officers to shoot down their

men at the imminent risk of a vastly greater

calamity.

This view* of the case may not be military

and to one who knows only military law it

may be rank heresy, but military law is no
deity in this country, nor do those who make
the laws purpose that it shall ever become
such, and if the behests of mercy and even
common sense are to go unheeded to gratify

the traditional sanctity of militarism, the peo-

ple are going to insist on less militarism and
more common sense. Here we must leave the

store-house incident to the judgment of the
reader with the final remark that one who
knew the officers of the 15th would not be easily

convinced that they would ever be guilty of

cowardice.

H. A. Leonhauser, Colonel, was a graduate
of West Point in the class of '81 and a captain
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in the regular army, his regiment being the

25th Infantry (colored). His knowledge of

matters pertaining to his profession was re-

markably full and accurate. Possessing a

memory which retained surprisingly the de-

tails of army regulations and military history,

the vast minutiae of camp life were ever at his

command. He knew well the place and du-

ties of each of his subordinates and was
quick to observe the character of his work.

He did not create the impression of great

breadth or much reserve force, all his powers

being immediately in hand and his tension

high. He was occasionally dominated by a

gust of ill-temper, indulging in strong invec-

tive and making dire threats, but no harm
resulted, his second thought being better

than his first; and having started out to apply

drastic measures to some remiss officer he

usually ended by administering a mild re-

buke. In social life he was approachable. He
had a good supply of general information and

in perception and wit he was frequently bril-

liant. He was scrupulous in matters per-

taining to diet and health.

In his administration he was most alert and

provident. He was first to foresee approach-

ing difficulties, and the measures which he

employed to provide against them at times

seemed quite superfluous. He was also
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painstaking and laborious: He cared little

for public ceremony and little for society;

took little recreation, and while other officers

were attending public functions and receiv-

ing fulsome newspaper notices, Leonhauser
was in his tent personally attending to his

correspondence or directing the affairs.of the

camp. That such an officer should have hap-

pened to be absent from camp on two suc-

cessive days at the time of greatest need
seems like the work of an evil genius.

Colonel Leonhauser made a mistake on
Saturday night in not going out and address-

ing the men upon their request, for in spite

of his sparing association with the enlisted

men he was popular with them, and had he

at that time delivered substantially the speech
which he did the next day upon the parade
ground, it would doubtless have been more
effective. But he is not to be blamed for refus-

ing to do so, for such acts are not regarded as

military, and although Colonel Leonhauser
had a very adequate conception of the differ-

ence between a volunteer and a regular

command, the audience which he gave to

their representatives and the promises which
he made them seemed sufficient. When he met
the armed men on the parade ground next
day the speech was too late, but it was his

only weapon.

i
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The suggestion that has been somewhere
made that he should have pulled out his

revolver and if necessar}7
, made an at-

tack on 67 armed men is too ridiculous to need

more than a mention.

General Young's statement that after the

attack on the store house had succeeded "All

authority in the camp seemed paralyzed wTith

fear and the armed squad was permitted to

march out of camp and go on its murderous
and defiant errand" is too partial to be true or

just. The men had barely passed guard lim-

its when Colonel Leonhauser met them, and
as quickly as possible after they refused to

obey him he armed two companies and sent

them to coerce obedience. What more could

he or any other officer have done? If no other

precautions had been taken to arrest the mu-
tineers these two companies would probably

have overtaken or intercepted them and
brought them back. This fact does not seem
to have had sufficient recognition anywhere
in the discussion. The failure of Colonel

Leonhauser, Major Hand and all other offi-

cers concerned was not after the event; not

on the parade ground, nor even before the

store house door; but at the very beginning
of the movement in the company streets.

Here the uprising might have been nipped
in the bud, and here there seems to be some
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legitimate ground for criticism. Colonel

Leonhauser was away to be sure,but he would
not have gone away had he suspected any
need of his presence. The vigilance which
he had displayed the night before and which
was characteristic of him played him false

for a single hour and that hour was fatal.

The morning was unfavorable for going out;

the conduct of the men seemed much as us-

ual; it was daylight and the failures of the

night before created a presumption that the

mob stage was past, but, in spite of it all, it is

hard to find an excuse for so general a failure

to observe the beginning of this concerted

action. General Young's suggestion of in-

sufficient vigilance seems well taken. This
is particularly true of Captain Brandt whose
deportment amounted to heedlessness. He
afterwards admitted that Foley had declared

to him his purpose to lead a company down
town for some kind of a demonstration;
that he had forbidden his doing so,and there-

after supposed that Foley would not do it.

Captain Brandt did not report this threat to

his superiors.

It is not the mission of this chapter to con-

done any real offense. That there was one or

more officers who exhibited incapacity on
this occasion is not denied. That those in

the most responsible positions were worthy
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of criticism for putting too great confidence

in their men and remitting their watchful-

ness is readily admitted. That every officer

of the command regarded the episode as a

humiliation and reproach is true; but, when
all the facts are considered, the order of Gen-

eral Young appears as an intemperate dia-

tribe against everybody concerned (except

himself), lacking in discrimination, accuracy

of information and candor of statement.

It has been thought that this order was not

wholly innocent of "army politics." General

Sumner who was alluded to as the "respon-

sible officer," though temporarily subordinate

to General Young, wTas really his ranking

officer in the regular army, and report said

there existed a more than friendly rivalry be-

tween the two commanders and Colonel

Young would not slight a good opportunity

to discredit Colonel Sumner.
This gossip may or may not be true; but it

is certainly true that General Sumner and

some other most excellent regular officers did

not share General Young's views in this case.

General Young evidently outranked Gen-

eral Sumner several points in fondness

for "shooting", at least in times of peace. The
extreme culpability of these men of the 15th

and the "deplorable inefficiency, incapaeit}^,

weakness, timidity, fear and recreancy"
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of its officers which had so "astounded" Gen-
eral Young did not apparently make the same
impression upon General Sumner, although
both before and after the occurrence he visited

the regiment much more frequenly than did

General Young.



CHAPTER IX

THE WAR IS OVER.

THE days immediately succeeding Febru-
ary 5th were cheerless ones for the
loth Minnesota. The skies wore a

gloom and the clouds wept repeatedly over

the luckless camp as if in sympathy with the

spirits of its inhabitants. The feeling of re-

gret was universal and there was a vague
dread of what yet might be. The regiment
was technically under arrest, no going-out

or coming-in being permitted except in cases

of manifest necessity, and then only under
most rigid restrictions. The entire camp
was for a few days limited in its intercourse

with the outside world. Officers and men
alike were forbidden to leave camp limits

unless some special duty demanded it. This
measure was doubtless adopted to avoid dis-

turbances which the discussion of recent oc-
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currences might stir up between soldiers and
citizens. It had a speed}1- effect upon the

Augustans. The absence of that large dis-

play of uniforms which was a daily spec-

tacle at the business counters, hotel tables

and places of amusement was so perceptible

that the citizens at once felt lonesome and
sent delegations to division headquarters to

protest the peaceable disposition of the town
folks and pray for the removal of the embar-
go. An order removing these general re-

strictions was issued on the 8th. A few days
later the arms which had been taken from
the 15th were restored and a week after the

uprising the entire camp had relapsed into

its usual round.

On the 9th the 50 men who had been con-

fined at division headquarters were brought
back to the regimental camp under guard of

Co. "E" with loaded rifles. A large mess
tent was pitched j ust north of the guard house
and there these prisoners were placed under
special restrictions. Their experience since

their confident departure on Sunday morning
had been well calculated to produce the de-

jection which was now visible in every face.

After being captured, disarmed and marched
away in disgrace, as related, they had been
located on the hillside near the car line. There
they were furnished with only the small
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shelter tents, and the violent rains beat and
washed through their camp, soaking their

clothing, and this was succeeded by a cold

wind which swept the barren hillside and
chilled them to the bone. They were all pre-

pared to admit that they were now full four

days wiser than when they went away. Im-
mediately after the suppression of the out-

break Gen. Sumner ordered Col. Leonhauser
to bring charges against the offending par-

ties. It was evidently no light duty. The
men who had been arrested with arms in

their hands were not the only guilty ones.

There were many men at large in the camp,
and in the camps of other regiments as well,

who had been in sympathy with the move-
ment, and not a few had openly encouraged
it while lacking the manliness to take an ac-

tive hand in the adventure. Quite a num-
ber had appeared in the ranks of the muti-

neers who had been induced by the persua-

sion *or the commands of their officers to

withdraw, and it was suspected that one or

two had actively incited and even acted as

leaders of the movement, who, through sheer

cowardice, had abandoned it at the last mo-
ment. Moreover among the 67 men arrested

there were some, of course, far more blame-
worthy than others, and all these facts must
be considered in deciding who should be
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brought to trial. For several (fays Col. Leon-
hauser was laboriously engaged in making
these investigations.

Meanwhile matters in eanip were going on
as of old. The incident was little thought of;

jokes were renewed about the mess tables,

base ball upon the parade grounds, drills and
parades went on and southern cousins, of

all colors, came and went as before. The 1st

Maryland had received mustering-out orders,

but there had been no intimations as to what
was to become of the 15th. There had, in-

deed, been some misgivings that the late un-

pleasantness might exert an unfavorable in-

fluence upon the future of the entire com-
mand, and there was naturally a little curi-

osity to know how it was regarded in army
circles, but with the exception of a few minor
officials,the officers of surrounding regiments
and the camp authorities in general appar-
ently preserved the same high opinion of the

regiment as heretofore. •

On February 11th an order (No. 40) was is-

sued for a general court-martial to meet at

headquarters of the 1st Division on February
14th. The main business of this court was
to try the prisoners engaged in the uprising
of February 5th. The detail was as follows:

Lieut. Col. Edward O. Dana - 10th O., Pres.

Major O'Brien Atkinson - - 35th Mich.
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Capt. Hazen B. Norton 10th O.

Capt. E. D. Shurmer - - 10th O.

Capt. L. K. Emraerson - - 10 O.

Capt. X. P. Simpson - - 35th Mich.

Capt. Gilmore G. Scranton - 35th Mich.

Capt. Wm. G. Fleischhauer 35th Mich.

1st Lieut. J. H. Caunter - - 10th O.

1st Lieut. S. H. Howland - 10th O.

1st Lieut. J. L. Kramer 35th Mich.

1st Lieut. H. A. Ripley 35th Mich.

1st Lieut. G. H. White 35th Mich.

Capt. Albert S. McCabe, 35th Mich., Judge
Advocate.

This court met on Thursday, the 16th, and

proceeded to the trial of Peter Foley. Lieut.

B. S. Bennett, of Co. "F,' acted as attorne3r for

Foley. The prisoner was charged with con-

duct to the prejudice of good order and mili-

tary discipline, and with the violation of the

22nd article of war which forbids inciting

or joining in a mutiny. The testimony of

Major Hand, Captain Crossfield, Lieut.

Haley, Captain Brandt and other officers was
conclusive against the prisoner and the de-

fense had little to stand upon, save techni-

cal motions and mitigating circumstances.

These, in this as in all the subsequent cases,

were skillfully employed by Lieut. Bennett.

The court freely used its prerogative here

and in the following trials to enter upon a
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series of questions and cross-questions, many
of which had little relevancy to the case

in hand. The effect of this action of the

court was to virtually put some of the officers

on trial without giving them the privilege of

introducing testimony in their own behalf,

and this record, unmodified, was destined to

go before the reviewing officer and form the

basis of Gen. Young's subsequent strictures.

The beginning of the trials had revived in-

terest in the subject of the uprising, for

the fact that 67 men were in the guard
house, some of them in chains and cells,

could not be wholly forgotten, and there had
been no little anxiety among their friends in

the regiment and at home to know what
would be done with them. When, therefore,

the trial of Foley was concluded there was
much curiosity to know the result. This,

however, was kept rigidly secret while the

court proceeded with the trial of other cases.

Meanwhile events of the greatest moment were
occurring in the camps of other regiments.

The 1st Maryland was to be mustered out on
March 1st. Orders had arrived for the mus-
tering-out of the 8th and 13th Penn. and the

day of their departure had been fixed for

March 7th and 11th respectively. This would
break up both the brigades and leave only

the 10th Ohio, 35th Mich, and loth Minn.
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The optimists still clung to the hope that

these three line young commands would now
be brigaded together and given yet the op-

portunity to win their spurs in some kind of

foreign service. Twas a vain conceit. On
Monda3r

, February 20th, word went forth from
Washington that the war department had
decided upon the muster out of all volunteers

in this country, and two days later the offi-

cial order came which sealed the fate of

the 15th. And now every voice caught up
the new note: "going home! going home!"
All other ambitions were laid down, and vis-

ions of glad days ahead made the camp one

vast scene of merriment and song. No right-

minded man cared to see these demonstra-
tions suppressed. It was the thing most
natural to the hour and as creditable as it was
natural.

War is the abnormal condition. Peace is

the proper thing and home is the proper

place for men, and when the security and
happiness of home no longer require that a

man should live a one-sided and unnatural
life in field and camp, he has a right to shout.

"I am not sorry that I enlisted; I am sorry

we did not get into active service; but I am
glad we are going home," are the three sen-

tences which expressed the feelings of these

men and, no doubt,a hundred thousand others
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who, like them, never passed beyond the lim-

its of the United States. The 4th of July, the

day the loth was ordered into the service and
the 22nd of February, the day it was ordered

out, are the two patriotic pillars which mark
the cradle and the grave of many a military

longing, but these two days stand for peace
even more than for war,and military ambitions

may well afford to die in the interest of

peace. And now questions of tearful import

began to agitate many a manly bosom.
The saddle-bags, what was to be done with

them? The kahki uniforms not yet worn?
the corps badges? The brave equipage which
was going to strike such terror to Spanish
hearts and be borne back home all covered

with unwritten records of adventure and val-

or? These were problems which called for

serious jocularity about the mess tables.

Mustering out a regiment of United States

volunteers is no light work. The examining,
reviewing, settling accounts, making rolls,

turning in property, making out discharges

and meeting like requirements is something
to be dreaded.

There must be virtually a little history

written of the services and business relations

of each man of the command. Roll after roll

to the number of five or six must be made
out in prescribed form, on prescribed paper,
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with prescribed ink. All must be subjected to

the most rigid scrutiny and a part of the pay

due to the company commanders and other

officers responsible for property is withheld

by the government until their accounts have

all been satisfactorily rendered. An author-

ized agent of the government,called the mus-
tering, officer, is set over the regiment to see

that ever}^ exaction is respected, and a day is

fixed when all must be completed. The bulk

of this work falls on the captains of compan-
ies, the quartermaster's department and the

adjutant's office. March 1st, the mustering
officer, Lieut E. W. Evans, late Lieut. Col. of

the 1st Maryland, appeared and designated

March 27th as the day for mustering out.

The final work now began in earnest. Drills

were suspended except such as were deemed
necessary for heathful exercise, and the men
generally settled down to quiet and patient

waiting for the end. Colonel Leonhauser
and Adjutant Catlin were both confined to

the hospital for a few days and there were,

among officers and men, a fewT other cases of

temporary illness, but the general health of

the command was the best it had ever been,

and in all the history of the 15th the men
had not been so brawny and fat, the cooking
so good, the kitchens so tidy, the camp so

neat, the effective body so large and every-
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thing working so efficiently and smoothly as

to-day. The month of March sustained its

reputation quite well for blustering weather,

but there were many pleasant days and on

the 12th the plum and peach trees were

blooming beautifully about Augusta.

The trial of the men arrested for mutiny

which, as noted, began on the 16th continued

through three weeks, during which time nine

who had been selected as ringleaders were

brought to trial. The last man tried was

Herbert Johnson, of Co. U F", who, at the time

of the uprising, was provost sergeant. It

was reported that he had encouraged the

demonstration both Saturday night and Sun-

day morning. He was therefore charged

with exciting a mutiny. In addition to this,

being an officer, he was charged with a fail-

ure to "use his utmost endeavor" to suppress

the uprising. Lieut. Bennett shrewdly moved

to strike out the first charge as being too

general. The court sustained this motion,

as it had in some of the former cases. Ser-

geant Johnson was thus tried on the single

charge of failure to perform his duty. All

the other men, including several non-com-

missioned officers, were now, after a

month's confinement, released and returned

to their companies. Their rejoicing was

great, for, since the announcement that the
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regiment was to be mustered out, many a

poor fellow had been asking even more anx-

iously than before, "what is to become of

me?"
The trials were now ended, but as yet no

whisper of the result had been heard. The
whole record must go to Gen. Young for re-

view before any action could be promulgated.

Gen. Young's movements in the case were
extremely deliberate and much impatience

arose over the long delay, but when it finally

came it was sufficiently interesting to com-
pensate for all. Sunday, March 19th, was
another never-to-be-forgotten day in the his-

tory of the 15th. Like the Sunday of six

weeks before,it was preceded by a storm whose
violence was prophetic of the other storm
which was approaching. A fall of rain, ac-

companied by heavy wind and thunder, vis-

ited the camp Saturday night and at times
the tents seemed in imminent danger of be-

ing lifted and carried away. A mess hall in

the vacated camp of the 13th Penn., standing
near the line of the 15th, was torn up by a

bolt of lightning, which seemed to vault

through every tent in camp, and the peal of

thunder which succeeded was more startling

than a call to arms. Sunday was a cold day.

A high west wind caused much temporary
discomfort, but a colder wave was coming
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when at retreat the entire command was
called to hear the long-awaited order of Gen.

Young in the mutiny cases. The court-mar-

tial had convicted 8 of the 9 men tried and
sentenced them "to be dishonorably dis-

charged from the service of the United

States; to forfeit to the United States all pay
and allowances due them, and to be confined

at hard labor" for terms as follows:

Patrick Cahill - 6 years.

Peter Foley - - - 5 years.

James Kelley - - 5 years.

William Williams - - 5 years.

Robert Smith - 1 year.

Oliver Robidoux 1 }
Tear.

Fred Wagner - 1 year.

Theodore Haynes 6 months.

In each case the reviewing officer remarked
upon the inadequacy of the penalty. In one

case, that of Patrick Cahill, who was con-

victed of striking both a commissioned and
non-commissioned officer, the court was se-

verely criticised for not imposing the "ex-

treme penalty" (death). After designating

St* Francis Barracks, Florida, as the place of

confinement for the prisoners, the order pro-

ceeded to administer to the officers the repri-

mand which has been quoted in Chapter
VIII. No mention was made of the case of
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Sergeant Johnson, and the fact that he was

neither sentenced nor released was a matter

of much surprise and curiosity. It after-

ward developed that the court-martial had

pronounced him not guilty, but Gen. Young,

not being satisfied with this action, had re-

turned the case to the court with instructions

to revise its findings. This the court de-

clined to do, and persisted in its determina-

tion, although Gen. Young returned the case

twice more. Sergeant Johnson was kept in

confinement until mustering-out day,when he

was permitted to return to the regiment.

The effect of this order upon the officers of

the regiment has already been indicated. It

came as a great surprise and the surprise

was succeeded by great indignation. Col.

Leonhauser at once made application for a

court of inquiry and his example was fol-

lowed by several of his subordinates. But it

now lacked only a week of the date fixed for

mustering out, and the time was insufficient

for such an investigation. Gen. Young tele-

graphed the war department requesting that

the muster-out of these officers be postponed

until time could be had for the inquiry,but on

the following Friday an order was received

from Adj. Gen. Corbin denying the request

of Gen. Young and refusing to grant a court

in the case of the volunteer officers. In the
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same order Gen. Young was advised that if

Col. Leonhauser, as an officer in the regular

arm}^, insisted on an inquiry he (Gen. Young)
was authorized to convene a court for the

purpose. So far as the volunteer officers

were concerned this closed the incident. Of
Col. Leonhauser we shall see more in a final

chapter.

Preparations for the last day were now
hastening. The two Pennsylvania regiments
had gone according to the appointed sched-

ule, and the three then remaining, had been
placed temporarily under command of General

Chambers McKibben, General Sumner and
General Gobin having already been mustered
out.

On the 23rd, the 10th Ohio received its dis-

charge and departed for its home in the Im-
perial Buckeye state. All the cherished

neighbors save the 35th were gone,and a lone-

some silence was settling down upon the old

camp, which only intensified the desire to be

away. But the camp was too busy to indulge

long in reflections sentimental, for not a mo-
ment must be lost when the breaking up should
come. Railroad ticket agents, valise peddlers

and photographers were now the most im_

portant men in camp, and clothing stores the

most popular institutions down town; for in

spite of the reflections which some soldiers
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had cast on the mercenary nature of southern

courtes}^, officers and men were now vying
with each other to see who could give the

Augustans the most money. Spring suits by
the hundred were being bought in which to

make the trip to Minnesota, where fur over-

coats were still a comfortable commodity.
Souvenir peddlers galore, crowds of men lis-

tening to the oration of a ticket man upon a

box, lofty wagon-loads of trunks and valises

driving down the streets, and cameras plant-

ed everywhere about the camp, opening fire

upon squads, companies, messes, and every-

thing in sight,were the spectacles of the hour.

On Thursday afternoon Colonel Leonhauser
was called out upon the parade ground where
he was surprised and, for a moment, alarmed
to see the entire regiment drawn up in a

hollow square, and the officers, with a goodly
number of citizen friends,standing in a group
by themselves as spectators of the scene.

When the Colonel had suffered himself to be
led into the court, vSergeant Stone advanced
and in a most fitting address presented him
with a magnificent sword and casket, the

gift of trfe enlisted men of his command.
On the following Sunday morning, Captain

Crossfield performed a like office for the com-
missioned officers, presenting him with an
elegant gold watch. These two articles, cost-
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ing together something over $400, represented

also much of genuine admiration for Colonel

Leonhauser as a soldier and a friend.

All government propert}^ had now been
turned in except the tents. Even the tin plates,

knives, forks and big coffee cups of the men
had been carefully counted and turned over

to "Uncle Sam". Since Thursday evening
the men had been fed by contract in one of

the vacant tents of the 13th Pennsylvania. One
last impressive meeting was held at 2 o'clock

Sunday afternoon on the parade ground just

back of headquarters, when the friends of

the twenty men who had died in the service

met for a memorial observance. In addition to

the large number of soldiers present, there

was also an attendance of citizens surround-

ing the congregation which brought remind-

ers of the old days when meetings were held

in the open air at Camp Ramsey. Memoirs
of the men who had died in their companies
were presented by Captains Crossfield and
Nelson, Lieut. McMahon, Musician Gleason,

Corporal Cook and Sergeants Moberly and
Faulkner. The band of the 35th Michigan
supplied the music, the instruments of the

15th having been surrendered. The service

closed with an address by the chaplain upon
the significance of these deaths and the

achievements of the Spanish-American war.
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Sunday night was sultry. Monday morning,

March 27th, came clear and calm and the

15th arose promptly to the notes of its last

reveille. Breakfast over, the pay wagon
soon drove upon the grounds. In long hap-

py files the companies passed through mess
halls, where each man's pay was counted out

to him and his discharge placed in his hands.

Then passing through another hall he laid

down a part of the money for a railroad tick-

et, and, picking up his effects, the new citi-

zen hurried away to Augusta. There board-

ing the trains 1155 men turned glad faces

toward the North Star State, where almost

nine months ago they had joined hands to

form the Fifteenth Minnesota Volunteer In-

fantry.





CHAPTER X

ECHOES.

THE 15th Minnesota was no more, but it

had died a natural death. All intima-

mations that its muster-out was hast-

ened by any of its fortunes are groundless.

It went out just as all the other regiments and

in its regular order. It was the youngest

but one of the regiments at Camp Macken-

zie and it was the last but one mustered out,

the 35th Michigan following it four days

later. But "after the battle of arms comes the

battle of history." This story would be in-

complete without an account of two subse-

quent courts which resulted from the trag-

edy of February 4th and 5th.

Immediately after being relieved from duty

as colonel of volunteers, Captain Leonhauser
proceeded to Washington, where he renewed

his application for a court of inquiry to in-
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vestigate his conduct on that occasion.

March 31st an order (No. 75) was issued from
the war department granting the request and
designating St. Paul in the Department of

Dakota as the place where such investigation

should be conducted. This court was com-
posed wholly of regular army officers, as

follows:

Brig. Gen. A. C. M. Pennington, President;

Lieut.-Col. Edward Hunter, Recorder; Lieut.-

Col. A. L. Wagner; Lieut.-Col. Theodore
Wint.

The sessions began April 10th in the Ar-
mory Building on Robert street. Col. Leon-
hauser was present in person and had as his

legal advisers Adjutant Catlin and Captain
Crossfield. Gen. Young, who was not pres-

ent, was represented by Lieut. Col Wm. P.

Duvall, who had been his chief ordnance of-

ficer and acting Judge Advocate at the time
of the mutiny. Col. Duvall was noted for in-

tellectual keenness and extensive informa-
tion in military affairs. He had been Cap-
tain Leonhauser's tutor during the latter's

cadet days at West Point, but it soon became
evident that this fact was not going to bias

him in favor of his former pupil as against
his late chief. In truth it seems that Col.

Duvall's interest in this case was more than
that of an attorney or a personal friend. It
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was understood that the court-martial rec-

ords in the now famous mutiny trials had

been first referred to him for an opinion, and

after an examination, he had made a report

which led to the caustic criticisms of Gen.

Young. His own reputation for good judg-

ment and fair dealing was therefore at stake,

and he might be depended on to make a hard

tight for what was really his own offspring.

By this time the differences over General

Young's order had assumed the nature of a

contest between the State of Minnesota and

the war department. The legislature of the

state had just passed a concurrent resolution

condemning Gen. Young's censure of the of-

ficers without a hearing and requesting the

president and war department to expunge it

from the records. The newspapers of Min-

nesota were conducting a vigorous defense

of Col. Leonhauser and his officers, while on

the other hand, reports were circulated from
Washington that inside the war department
he and Major Hand were regarded as thor-

oughly incompetent. It was manifest that

this investigation would throw light upon
the whole question and probably re- write

some important history. The public awaited

the outcome of the proceedings, which were
held in secret, with decided interest.

The court went into the matter very thor-
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oughly, calling witnesses from several army
posts; from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Washing-
ton City, Augusta and many towns in Min-
nesota. Most of those who had given evi-

dence before the court-martial at Augusta
were recalled and repeated their testimony
with many amplifications, while a large list

of new witnesses was introduced, particular-

ly in the interest of General Young. The
records of the trials at Camp Mackenzie were
produced by Col. Duvall, and while they

were not .admitted as evidence, he was per-

mitted to read them as a part of his final ar-

gument. Almost three weeks were occupied

by these proceedings, the fight between op-

posing counsel being maintained with much
spirit. The court then took the evidence un-

der advisement and adjourned to Washing-
ton, while the public, particularly Col. heoti-

hauser, who had been under a severe strain

for six weeks, settled down to another har-

rowing season of waiting. Two months
more passed when silence was at last broken,

and July 6th the war department published
its findings.

Col. Leonhauser had won! The report was
a lengthy document, recounting the history

of the uprising and its attendant circum-
stances and making occasional references to

other officers, but only such as had a bearing
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upon the case of the one man on trial. The
conclusion in full was as follows:

"The court is of the opinion that Capt. H.
A. Leonhauser, Twenty-fifth United States
Infantry (late colonel Fifteenth Minnesota
Volunteer Infantry), was justified in assum-
ing on the night of February 4th, 1899, that
there was no danger of further trouble, the
full gravity of certain occurrences not hav-
ing been reported to him by officers having
knowledge of the same and the camp having
quieted down; that on the following morning,
Feb. 5th, the camp being quiet, he was not
only justified in going to division headquar-
ters, but that.it was his duty to do so, in
obedience to orders of his division com-
mander; that he was justified, under the cir-

cumstances, in going afoot and unarmed; that
when he encounteredthe mutineers he made
every effort possible, under the circum-
stances, to suppress the mutin}^, except that
he failed to put the loyalty of the men to a
practical test by ordering them to arrest the
ringleader, who was engaged in distributing
cartridges, and that the measures subse-
quently taken by him were energetic and ju-
dicious. The court is, therefore, of the opin-
ion that the rebuke administered to and the
strictures passed upon certain officers of the
Fifteenth Minnesota Infantry in general or-

ders No. 22, March 16, 1899, from the head-
quarters of the second army corps cannot be
justly held to apply to or to be merited by
Capt. H. A. Leonhauser."

This was published in General Orders No.
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127, Adjutant General's office, and approved

by Secretary Alger. It was in effect a com-

plete vindication of Col. Leonhauser; and his

old command, together with a large circle of

outside friends, rejoiced that justice had at

last been done him and his military record

once more stood unblemished. It is still a

soupce of regret that this court, which was
so conversant with all the facts, could not

also promulgate a specific opinion in the case

of the volunteer officers, for, with the slightest

exceptions, they were equally entitled to exon-

eration; and simple justice to them as a body
demands that the resolution of the Minneso-

ta Legislature should yet prevail and the

misstatements of Gen. Young be blotted out.

What of Brown Hadley, the miscreant
whose murderous deed had brought such
far-reaching results?* After making his es-

cape, as has been related, he lurked in hid-

ing a short distance in the country, where he
was able to communicate with his friends,

and through them, with an attorney. On
Sunda}^ evening his counsel held a conference
with the deputy sheriff and chief of police, at

which it was agreed that Hadley should sur-

render to the authorities on condition that

he be taken to a place of safety. According-
ly* by pre-arrangement, he was delivered to
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the officers at a small station on the Georgia

railroad and taken to Atlanta, where he was
confined to await the action of the Superior

Court, which was to convene in Augusta on
the third Monday in April. At the session

of the grand jury Hadley was indicted for

murder and his trial set for June 6th. Before

the departure of the regiment a fund had
been raised to assist the prosecution. It

was intended to pay the fee of associate

counsel and meet the expenses of the wit-

nesses who must be detained in Augusta
until the trial. One hundred dollars was
contributed from the regimental fund for

this purpose. Besides this, Co.'s "E," "B,"

"D," "I," "H" and "M" each gave amounts
ranging from twenty to forty dollars, which
sums were turned over to Captain Bond and
Lieut. Mitchell, who secured the services of

the Hon. M. P. Carroll as assistant to Solici-

tor Davis, and paid, in part, the board bill of

the three men who had been the companions
of Dennis O'Connell at the time of the shoot-

ing. Hadley's friends had not been idle. The
day following the murder his brother Will

Hadley, of Thompson, Ga., arrived in Augus-
ta and began a systematic effort to save him
from the gallows. He was unremitting in

his work. While, of course, he had no scru-

ples about inventing such testimony as
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might suit his purpose, his assiduity in find-

ing everything that would contribute to the

defense was worthy of emulation. Emi-
nent attorneys were employed in Hadley's
behalf. The Hon. Boykin Wright, who stood

at the head of his profession in Augusta, was
leading counsel and with him were associated

Messrs. Henry Hammond and C. H. Cohen.
A few weeks before the day fixed for the

trial Hadley was brought from Atlanta and
lodged in the Augusta jail. These prepara-

tions for the trial recalled public attention to

the tragedy and the exciting incidents which
attended it and when the proceedings began
on June 6th the court room was thronged
with an eager crowd of spectators. Judge
Brinson of the Superior Court presided and
the work of selecting a jury began at the

morning session. Popular sentiment in the

case exhibited a curious condition. Among
the better classes it was strongly opposed
to Hadley and this pronounced prejudice

worked in his favor. It soon became appar-

ent that a jury of reputable men could

scarcely be secured. Almost everybody of

any standing seemed to be convinced that

Hadley should be hanged. Of 84 names drawn
from the panels 42, or just one half, were dis-

qualified on the single question, "Is your
mind perfectly impartial between the state
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and the accused?" The attorneys for the de-

fense were persistent in their challenges,

their constant motto being "call the next."

The greater part of the day was consumed in

this effort, a jury at last being secured, com-
posed of ten white men and two negroes, and
it was finally apparent that Hadley had ob-

tained his constitutional right, a jury of his

peers.

The state opened its case by presenting the

evidence of the three ex-soldiers, Martin Pur-
cell, Hogan Olson and James O'Connell.

They testified that at the time of the shoot-

ing there was no one in the room but the

four soldiers, Hadley and his bar tender.

They admitted that three of them were in-

toxicated and that they were cursing and
bandying coarse words among themselves;
that Hadley told them not to use such lan-

guage, as his wife was in the adjoining room;
that one of them had said "then you had bet-

ter move her out;" that Dennis O'Connell
had set his glass upon the counter and used
a very common, but scurrilous expression,

when Hadley drew his pistol and fired.

Olson declared that at the time the shot was
fired O'Connell was looking at Purcell and
not at Hadley. They were positive that

O'Connell's hand was hanging at his side

and he had nothing in it,j and James O'Con-
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nell testified further that his brother had no

weapon with him and did not own one.

They said that James O'Connell had taken a

soft drink instead of beer and the loud talk-

ing had been about that. They were each in

turn subjected to a rigid cross-examination

by attorneys for the defense, but no contra-

dictions were developed. This closed the di-

rect evidence for the state.

Hadley's counsel now set up the plea of

self-defense, and, to the surprise of the state,

produced two negroes and a white man who
declared on oath that they were in the room
at the time of the killing; that Dennis O'Con-
nell used a long series of profane and vile

words to Hadley, ending with the threat, "I'll

fix you," at the same time throwing his hand
to his hip pocket as if to draw a weapon,
whereupon Hadley fired. The boy, Joe
Hunt, who was Hadley's barkeeper, gave the

same testimony and the formula of words
was repeated by all these witnesses with

such striking similarity that a court room
of spectators exchanged incredulous smiles.

The great body of hearers entertained no
doubt that this testimony had been forged

and put into the mouths of suborned witnesses.

The cross-examination developed the fact

that one of these witnesses had been before a

court on a larceny charge, and another was
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unable to say whether he had been 5 feet, 50

feet or 50 yards from the bar at the time of

the shooting. It was also shown on rebuttal

that the boy Hunt had, shortly after the

shooting, stated that there was no one in the

room but Hadle}' and the soldiers when the

killing was done.

Hadley was put upon the stand and told

his story in a strain similar to that of his

witnesses, and James O'Connell was recalled

and emphatically denied that his brother had
used such language to Hadley as had been
testified to. The arguments before the jury

were notably brilliant, the prosecution occu-

pying two hours, and a half and the defense

about six hours in presenting their respect-

ive sides. Hadley's attorneys made great

capital of the vile language and threatening
gestures as testified to by their witnesses.

The attorneys for the state sought to con-

vince the jury of the falsity of this evidence
and further to show that even if it were ad-

mitted it was not a sufficient defense. In the
latter position the law was clearly in their

favor. The crirriinal code of Georgia declares
that "words, threats, menaces and contemp-
tuous gestures shall in no event free the per-

son killing from the guilt and crime of mur-
der." This declaration had come before the
supreme court in the case of Malone vs. the
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State (in 49th Ga.) and the court had held

that this principle was unalterably fixed in

the jurisprudence of the state. The Malone
case was almost indistinguishable from this,

as testified to by the defendant's witnesses.

The words were the same, the gestures the

same as those said to have been used by
O'Connell, and Malone was hanged. Judge
Brinson emphasized this point in his charge

and also admitted every other principle con-

tended for by the state. There was no le-

gal escape for Hadley.

The case had occupied almost three days

when the judge finished his charge and the

jury retired. Court was adjourned to 4

o'clock, but the spectators had not left the

room when a rap was heard at the door, and
ten minutes after receiving the case the jury

returned with a verdict of "not guilty."

One attempt to tamper with the jury dur-

ing the course of the trial was discovered and

punished by the court. Whether there were
other and more successful efforts of this na^

ture must be left to the conjectures of the

reader. The attorneys for the state felt that

no clearer case of murder had ever been

made out in a court room. That the better

sentiment of the community was disap-

pointed in this outcome may not be disputed,

but that there was among the more vicious
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and degenerate classes an ignorant hatred of

the northern "bluecoats" is no less true; and

perhaps the most charitable explanation of

this verdict is that the jury was made up
from these vicious classes, who either could

be bought or whose sectional prejudice could

be inflamed by the argument of a skillful

lawyer until they should override all law and

evidence. Hadley walked out of court a free

man and thus the arch criminal in this whole

series of misdemeanors and misfortunes goes

unpunished. The man who, by his own con-

fession, sells liquor to drunken men, contrary

to the laws of his state, and kills them while

drinking it; the man whose business is to

make drunkards and whose pleasure is to

shoot them down when they act like drunk-

ards, is turned loose to continue his outlawry,

while, as a result of his deed, an honest,

manly soldier is murdered, a warm-hearted

Irish home in Wisconsin is desolate, a score

of faithful army officers is discredited, an ex-

travagant amount of time and money is con-

sumed in investigations and trials and eight

men, any one of whom is far better than

he, are convicted felons, toiling out under a

southern -sun an aggregate penalty of twen-

ty-four years and six months.

If such outrages on justice as this were the

occasion of Georgia lynchings those lynch-
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ings would be less worthy of condemnation

than they now are.

THE END.
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